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Introduction 

Species of Interest: Southern Resident Orcas and Chinook Salmon  

Orcas are odontocetes (toothed whales) and the largest species of the dolphin family 

(Delphinidae). Known for their predation and black-and-white coloring, orcas have 

gained the nickname “killer whales.” Southern resident orcas (Orcinus orca) are a unique 

population native to the west coast of Canada and the United States. While they migrate 

up and down the west coast, the majority of their time is typically spent in and around 

Puget Sound. As “resident” orcas living in inland, or in nearby coastal waters, they eat 

fish only. Chinook salmon make up the majority of their diet at 80 percent.1  

It has been proven that southern resident orcas have their own unique language and 

culture. Each pod (J, K, and L) has unique vocalizations, social behaviors, and home 

ranges as well as a shared set of common vocalizations. In addition, each pod is 

comprised of several distinct family units who all descend from a single matriarch. Their 

complex family structure is one of the main reasons they have difficulty changing food 

sources. As all southern residents will learn from the oldest female orca of their family 

(the grand-matriarchs), who have been taught generationally to prefer Chinook salmon (a 

higher caloric and larger fish than most species), it is difficult for them to change their 

food source.2 Their habits have been to follow Chinook salmon wherever they may go.3  

                                                 
1 The Environmental Protection Agency, “Salish Sea Report: Southern Resident Killer Whales,” United 
States EPA, 2017. https://www.epa.gov/salish-sea/southern-resident-killer-whales 
2 Brandon Chasco et al., “Estimates of Chinook  Salmon Consumption in Washington State Inland Waters 
by Four Marine Mammal Predators from 1970 to 2015,” Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Sciences 74, no. 8 (January 9, 2017): 1173–94, https://doi.org/10.1139/cjfas-2016-0203. 
3 Monika Wieland Shields, Endangered Orcas: The Story of the Southern Residents (Canada: Orca 
Watcher, 2019), 109. 

https://komonews.com/news/local/new-diet-may-be-challenging-to-southern-resident-orcas-survival-experts-say
https://komonews.com/news/local/new-diet-may-be-challenging-to-southern-resident-orcas-survival-experts-say
https://komonews.com/news/local/new-diet-may-be-challenging-to-southern-resident-orcas-survival-experts-say
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Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) are a species of salmonid. As 

anadromous fish, they are born into fresh water, migrate to the ocean (including the 

Salish Sea), and return to their initial nesting site to spawn. Their native range spans the 

west coast of the United States. This species has been declining for the past 40 years.4 

Their migration pattern makes them vulnerable to threats such as increased water 

temperature, pollution, overharvesting, and the installation of barriers in the form of 

dams.5 

As the largest member of Pacific salmon, Chinook are a desirable food source for 

southern resident orcas as well as commercial fishermen. Beginning with the emergence 

of the canning industry in the 1800s and continuing with the boom in commercial fishing 

due to advancing technology into the 1960s, Chinook salmon were overharvested. 

Unfortunately, there has been a 60 percent reduction in their population since numbers 

were first recorded in 1984.6  In 1994, when Chinook were initially listed as endangered 

under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the southern resident orca population 

numbered about 95 whales and has subsequently declined to around 74 whales. Chinook 

stocks have further declined by an additional 30 percent since being listed as endangered 

under the ESA. While and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

are managing Chinook salmon in the Pacific Northwest, there is a tendency to prioritize 

economic gain and encourage commercial fishing practices. This places the southern 

residents in direct competition with fishermen for resources. Southern resident orcas 

cannot hope to survive unless Chinook salmon populations increase quickly.  

                                                 
4 Michael Peterson, Dammed to Extinction (May 4, 2019, Port Townsend: Peterson Howley Productions, 
2019), Film.  
5 Adam Lewis, Salmon of the Pacific (Vancouver, BC: Raincoast Book Distribution, 1994), 1-96. 
6 The Environmental Protection Agency, “Salish Sea Report: Chinook Salmon,” United States EPA, 2019. 
https://www.epa.gov/salish-sea/chinook-salmon 
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Human Relationships  

Chinook, like many salmon species, also have a vital cultural significance beyond 

economics as a first food for tribes in the Pacific Northwest. Tribes of the Pacific 

Northwest have stories which say that the Chinook, as well as all salmon, sacrificed 

themselves for people with the promise that they would be protected. Some tribes, such 

as the Lummi, have held sacred ceremonies centered around consuming salmon.  

In addition to their cultural importance, salmon are also a vital source of human 

sustenance and serve an economic purpose via trade.7 For commercial fishermen, 

Chinook salmon make up a large proportion of their livelihood; conservation is therefore 

important for them to maintain the fishery. While connected in their own way to  

Chinook, commercial fisherman have historically held a very different attitude toward 

orcas when compared to tribal members overall. Advocacy from commercial fishermen 

focuses on the return of economically viable salmon stocks.  

Various tribes have historically viewed southern resident orcas as protectors. These 

whales were deliberately not harvested during whaling seasons, and there are numerous 

stories recounting their value as guides during ocean travels. Some tribes, including the 

Lummi, have held ceremonies hoping that southern resident orca populations might 

return.8 While the tribes observe salmon numbers declining, they have never blamed the 

orcas for this plight.  

The European perspective is quite different. Ever since Pliny the Elder categorized 

orcas in 1829 AD as “An animal which is peculiarly hostile to the balæna, and the form 

                                                 
7 Lewis, Salmon of the Pacific, 1-96. 
8 Dena and Lummi Nation, “Sk’aliCh’elh-Tenaut,” Sacred Sea (blog), Lummi Nation June 15, 2019, 
https://noisywatersnw.com/2019/06/15/lummi-nation-launches-salish-sea-campaign-press-release-lummi-
nation/. 
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of which cannot be in any way adequately described, but as an enormous mass of flesh 

armed with teeth,”9 the species has had a complicated relationship with both commercial 

whalers and fishermen.  

Such descriptions allowed orcas to be used as scapegoats for species decline that 

occurred as a result of the intensive harvesting of marine animals by American whalers 

and commercial fishermen. Nineteenth century whalers categorized orcas as monstrous 

killers by telling grand tales of near-death experiences. Later, as Chinook began to 

decline, fishermen continued spreading such stories. As a result of their monstrous 

reputation, a naval war was even declared on southern resident orcas in the early 1960s to 

wipe out the population.10  

Beginning in 1965, orcas gained newfound value through their commercialization by 

the captivity industry. From 1965 to the early 2000s, this industry boomed at the expense 

of the southern residents. Ironically, it was through captivity that locals became familiar 

with them and it became clear they were not monsters, but an intelligent and graceful 

species. In this way, the southern resident orca became a cultural icon not just for Native 

Americans, but for the Pacific Northwest population as a whole. Despite this, these 

captures decimated the southern resident orca population. Marine historian Ken Balcomb 

estimated “There were 112 orcas in the southern community before the captures. After 

his first census in 1976 there were 68. In 1991, when J pod produced two new calves, 

there was a total of 92 whales.”11 If the captures had not occurred and the habitat’s 

                                                 
9 Note: He wrote the work around 77CE, but the published version was produced in the 1855: Pliny The 
Elder, “The Balaena and The Orca, in Book IX: The Natural History of Fishes, Chap. 5(6). (London: John 
Bostock MD, 1855), http://data.perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:latinLit:phi0978.phi001.perseus-eng1:9.5.  
10 Bruce Obee and Graeme Ellis, “Killer Whales,” in Guardians of the Whales: The Quest to Study Whales 
in the Wild (Vancouver, Canada: Whitecap Books, 1992), 9. 
11 Obee and Ellis, Killer Whales, 73. 
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carrying capacity remained at 1960s levels, Balcomb says, there would probably have 

been 130 or 140 orcas in the southern resident community.12 

Despite the consequences, the early captivity of southern resident orcas had one 

positive outcome as it inspired community activism on their behalf. Beginning in the 

1970s, having seen an orca up close and in person, many locals became invested in 

saving the species. Thus, numerous environmental groups joined the cause to protect 

them.13 This complete historical shift would not have been possible without the captivity 

industry.  

While the southern resident orca population increased from 1976 to 1991, their 

numbers declined by 20 percent between 1996 and 2001. They were listed as an 

endangered species in the United States in 2005 and made a slight recovery before their 

continued decline from 2011 to the present day. As of 2020 the southern resident orcas 

have fallen to 72 whales, primarily due to a salmon shortage.14 

Unfortunately, today these orcas face a dire problem: loss of food. Past impacts on 

Chinook salmon, along with current manifestations of climate change, have led to vast 

declines in the fishery, decimating the southern resident orca population. Current 

solutions have revolved around the artificial reintroduction of salmon via hatcheries or 

artificial structures to navigate past the dams.  These solutions are only temporary; it is 

crucial to bring tribes, commercial fishermen, and local citizens together to develop a 

workable consensus that offers more permanent solutions. 

                                                 
12  Obee and Ellis, Killer Whales, 1992, 73. 
13 For more information, The Solutions Section of my Thesis  
14 Marine Mammal Commission, “Southern Resident Killer Whale,” The Marine Mammal Commission, 
2019, https://www.mmc.gov/priority-topics/species-of-concern/southern-resident-killer-whale/. 
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While numerous authors have discussed various aspects of the southern resident orca 

crisis, previous scholarship has tended to focus on a single element of the crisis. As a 

result, many of the nuances, as well as essential indigenous voices, are often left out of 

the equation.  

Previous Scholarship: Overview of Southern Resident Orca Historiography  

The scholarship related to southern resident orcas tends to be found in recent books 

published from 1995 to 2019. This is hardly surprising given that the focus on studying 

southern resident orcas is a new phenomenon that emerged in direct relation to their 

current population crisis. The first “complete count” of southern residents was not 

conducted until 1976. Though it was clear the species was in decline much earlier, 

southern resident orcas were not recognized as an endangered species in the United States 

until 2005.15   

Some books, such as The Guardians of the Whales, tend to focus on southern resident 

orcas as a general sub-species. While this publication provides a useful overview of the 

southern resident population, as well as the impact of captivity on the species, it ignores a 

wealth of historical context. Such works are useful for providing a basic overview and 

alluding to additional resources, but ultimately, must be supplemented by other sources 

that focus more directly on southern residents.  

Fortunately, many sources concentrate specifically on southern resident orcas. As the 

field of southern resident studies is relatively new, the majority of scholarship centers on 

the development of the current crisis and is therefore limited in providing details and 

historical context. One such example is Endangered Orcas: The Story of the Southern 

                                                 
15 Marine Mammal Commission, "Southern Resident Killer Whale," 2019. 
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Residents by Monika Weiland Shields. This book focuses on southern residents in 

Canada and is divided into three parts: a) an overview of the species, b) the people 

intertwined with southern residents, and c) potential solutions. Shields’ work centers on 

scientific studies of southern resident orcas, specifically the unique genetic diversity of 

the pod. This provides a useful general overview, yet when Shields focuses on the groups 

involved in the southern resident crisis (both tribal members and commercial fishermen), 

she does so only in broad terms. 

When examining the relationships between indigenous populations and southern 

resident orcas, Shields devotes only two pages to briefly discussing “coastal people” and 

their relationship with salmon.16 She has a tendency to place indigenous people in the 

archaic past: “The Coast Salish peoples were a group of more than fifty interrelated 

tribes…The relationship between the Coast Salish Peoples and killer whales was one of 

mutual respect.”17 While this statement provides some insight as to how the First Nations 

valued the orcas, it fails to recognize that many tribes still consider both salmon and orcas 

to be vital to their culture. While the tribal members of today differ from those of the 

past, it is important to tie their historical narratives into the present. The likely reason 

Shields failed to do so is because she is focused on the orca crisis from a biological, 

rather than historical, standpoint.  

Shields does include an entire chapter covering the history of orcas in captivity and 

the resultant impact on public sentiment favoring their protection. While this is a valid 

point, she omitted other historical factors crucial to fully understanding current individual 

investments in the population crisis.  

                                                 
16 Shields, Endangered Orcas, 118. 
17 Shields. Endangered Orcas, 119. 
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 For my purposes, the solution component of Shields’s book is the most useful as 

it includes a comprehensive scientific background as well as an overview of the major 

developments affecting southern resident orcas. She also provides a good framework of 

overarching periods in history that are critical to examine. I will be using her historical 

analysis as a jumping off point to elaborate on the differences and similarities among 

indigenous people, commercial fishermen, and local populations. Her final point is that 

collaboration is essential in order to develop a solution to the orca population crisis. 

However, when discussing collaborative efforts, it is important to connect historical 

relationships with southern residents and Chinook salmon to the present, to equally 

represent all vested interest groups.   

Although written several years earlier than Shields’s book, Of Orcas and Men by 

David Neiwert provides some additional information on Native Americans and their 

relationship with southern resident orcas.18 He even includes legends and origin stories 

that involve southern residents. However, as Neiwert’s book is geared toward a popular 

audience similar to that of Shields, significant historical details are omitted. Again, 

Native Americans appear as an abstract, archaic people of the past. In the first chapter 

titled “People under the Sea,” Neiwert notes “The orcas were well known to the Native 

Americans who occupied the Northwest Coast. They shared these waters and the fish that 

swam in them.”19 While Neiwert provides insight into the ways orcas were valued in the 

past, he does not include the cultural significance the species continues to hold for Native 

Americans in the present.  

                                                 
18 David Neiwert, Of Orcas and Men: What Killer Whales Can Teach Us (New York, New York: The 
Overlook Press, 2015), 1-305. 
19 Neiwert, Of Orcas and Men, 15.  
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Neiwert’s book traces an overview of the history of southern resident orcas by 

focusing largely on their relationship with commercial fishermen and how it transformed 

with the captivity industry. Neiwert also discusses salmon decline, specifically that the 

decline of Chinook is not a new phenomenon, rather, one that has been a constant issue 

from the beginning of the 2000s.20  He does a good job outlining the history of Chinook 

by addressing the major impacts interfering with the population (i.e., dams, fishing, etc.). 

On the other hand, when he combines both the history and current problems facing orcas 

into a single chapter, much of the earlier context is omitted and it is difficult to discern 

why the southern resident population has declined so dramatically.  

As with Shields, the solutions proposed by Neiwert are relevant to my thesis. He 

suggests managing water quality and monitoring vessel traffic. However, neither author 

mentions the possibility of halting fishing as a means of restoring the southern resident 

population. Despite this omission, Neiwert’s main assertion, that the warning signs of 

southern resident orca decline were present long before the population visibly declined, 

reveals the value of examining historical context. It is only by reviewing the entire 

picture that the impacts humans have had on southern resident orcas can be fully 

understood and changes made to save the species.  

 Other modern sources are useful for specific aspects of my thesis, but ultimately, 

they are too narrowly focused and omit important components. Such books largely center 

solely on the controversy surrounding orcas in captivity. The two most detailed books 

focused on southern resident orcas are The Killer Whale Who Changed the World and 

Orca: How We Came to Know and Love the World’s Greatest Predator. The first book, 

written by a Canadian author, Mark Leiren-Young covers the story of Moby Doll and 
                                                 
20 Neiwert. Of Orcas and Men, 162.  
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how the captivity of orcas in Canada changed perceptions.21 While it is useful in terms of 

discovering why orcas are such an important cultural staple, only a small portion of my 

thesis overlaps with this book.  

The second book, by Jason Colby, provides a broader scope but is also focused on 

orcas in captivity. Mainly he examines the evolution in mentality from viewing orcas as 

killers to seeing them as sentient beings in need of protection.22 His research is more 

relevant for my purposes because it centers on the broader sentiment of orcas as villains 

and how their captivity altered the local mindset. But again, by focusing only on a single 

issue, the value of Chinook salmon as a cultural staple is overlooked. Furthermore, there 

is little mention of actions that can be implemented now to manage the current decline of 

the orca population today. Since both of these books are designed to educate popular 

audiences about the events of the past, neither author focuses on addressing the issue in 

the present. Yet, in order to understand the intersecting factors that led to the current orca 

crisis, it is essential to broaden the scope beyond the issue of captivity and discuss how 

the relationships between the southern residents, Chinook salmon stocks, commercial 

fishermen, Native Americans, and local populations all factor into the current orca crisis. 

My goal is to synthesize all of the previous scholarship with new primary sources in 

order to foster a dialog in which effective solutions to the population crisis are proposed.  

 

                                                 
21 Mark Leiren-Young, The Killer Whale Who Changed the World (Vancouver, Canada: Greystone Books, 
2016), 1-188. 
22 Jason M. Colby, Orca: How We Came to Know and Love the Ocean’s Greatest Predator (New York, 
New York: Oxford University Press, 2018), 1-393. 
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Overview on Chinook Salmon Historiography 

While substantial secondary scholarship on orcas exists, the scholarship on salmon is 

much scarcer. Books that discuss salmon are often generalized, and none focus 

specifically on Chinook salmon in the Pacific Northwest. One example is Salmon of the 

Pacific by Adam Lewis. The sections covering native and commercial fishing are 

fundamental to my research but, as they are generalized, the source must be viewed 

alongside other primary and secondary sources. Unlike many modern scholars, Lewis 

acknowledges that Native Americans continue to have a vested interest in restoring 

salmon populations. “Native people continue to fish for salmon and have increased their 

participation in management and research.”23 Lewis also points out that it is vital to 

examine significant treaties such as the treaty of 1855 in order to understand the 

importance of fishing rights to Native Americans. For my purposes, while such books 

provide valuable background information, fully understanding the role of Chinook 

salmon as cultural staples requires further reliance on treaties and other primary sources.  

Lewis’ scholarship also offers a useful overview of past remedies for declining 

salmon populations. Notably, his discussion of hatcheries provides insight into the main 

mitigation proposed. The problem with this type of artificial solution is that they are 

merely a temporary fix for a long-term problem. Once again, limits on fishing are ignored 

as a potential option.  

Another book that provides a general overview is The King of Fish by David R. 

Montgomery. The major argument in this work is that salmon decline was not 

instantaneous; in fact, the population had been gradually disappearing due to human 

                                                 
23 Lewis, Salmon of the Pacific, 65. 
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exploitation long before present times. I hope to emphasize this point to demonstrate the 

value of compiling research in order to provide a full overview of historical context 

before aiming to solve the problem.  

Like many scholars, Montgomery places Native Americans in the antiquated past. He 

includes a chapter about the significance of salmon to indigenous people prior to 

European settlement, but again, their interests are ignored in discussions of the present. 

Given his broad focus, he does not elaborate on the different stakeholders with regard to 

the Chinook salmon in the Pacific Northwest. Therefore, this source must be viewed in 

conjunction with primary sources in order to grasp the full historical record of Chinook 

population declines.  

While Montgomery focuses on salmon in general, his book does provide the most 

detailed and comprehensive overview of the forces leading to salmon population decline 

and efforts to develop counter measures. He is the first scholar to include solutions that 

are salmon-specific.24 While the ultimate goal is a long-lasting population, there 

continues to be an economic incentive to fish. Therefore, in current discussions, mainly 

temporary solutions have been proposed. Ultimately, to ensure the survival of the 

Chinook and all salmon species in the future, it is necessary to develop more long-term 

solutions. From reading Montgomery, it is clear that salmon are a resilient species. If 

given the chance, they will rebound, but they cannot do so under constant human 

pressures. 

                                                 
24 David R. Montgomery, King of Fish: The Thousand-Year Run of Salmon (USA: Westview Press, 2003), 
234. 
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The Group That is Left Out: Scholarship on Indigenous People  

It is painfully obvious that indigenous people are typically overlooked or 

mentioned only in relation to a distant past. This tendency reveals a major flaw with 

current scholarship. There is a fine line between generalizations and specifics when it 

comes to discussing the cultural significance of both Chinook salmon and southern 

resident orcas to indigenous tribes. As my primary sources on the subject are limited, I 

acknowledge that I may leave out certain groups in order to avoid making broad claims 

or generalizations about Native Americans.  

 By using treaties (such as the treaty of 1855, and the Fish Commission treaty) as 

well as personal accounts from tribal sites and books to fill gaps in the scholarship, it is 

clear that southern resident orcas are highly valued by the tribes of the Pacific Northwest. 

The current Northwest Treaty Organization is comprised of over twenty-three tribes who 

have historically been, and are currently invested in, helping to save the southern resident 

orca species. Their proposed solutions are centered around returning Chinook numbers 

back to their historical runs.  These include: “increased hatchery production, habitat 

restoration and protection and determining predation impacts from seals and sea lions.”25 

While such efforts may provide temporary relief, there remains a need for tribal members 

to collaborate with other interest groups (i.e. commercial fishermen and locals) to 

develop more long-term, enduring strategies. Yet, for this to occur, Native Americans 

must be considered vital agents in these discussions and not merely placed in the remote 

past by other stakeholders.  

                                                 
25 Northwest Treaty Tribes, "Tribes Support Southern Resident Killer Whale Task Force,” Northwest 
Treaty Tribes, October 12, 2018, https://nwtreatytribes.org/tribes-support-southern-resident-killer-whale-
task-force/. 
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 Thus, it is essential to include the discussion of native people within scholarship 

about southern resident orcas. The tribes of the Pacific Northwest consider salmon a vital 

aspect of their culture and livelihood. Additionally, orcas have lived alongside them for 

centuries. It is important to acknowledge potential gaps in data, but also the historical, 

and continuing cultural significance that both salmon and orcas have for the tribes of the 

Pacific Northwest. As this perspective has been largely neglected, relegated to the 

historical past, I hope my research will underscore the value of including all interest 

groups when pursuing solutions to the current southern resident orca crisis.  

 

Purpose: Adding Context to the Discussion  

 
While contemporary scholarship provides valuable insight, ultimately the extant 

sources tend to connect salmon to orcas only in terms of the food chain. While such 

connections provide some context to the current crisis by affirming that the return of 

Chinook to the waters in and around Puget Sound is crucial for orca survival, they tend to 

minimize the role of historical context and thus do not capture the complexity of the 

issue. Salmon is even less emphasized as being valuable in its own right; instead, it is 

viewed in the light of the crisis.  For either species, when historical context is provided, it 

does not acknowledge the complex interconnections among Native Americans, 

commercial fishermen and locals in a single piece. Rather, information from multiple 

sources must be assembled to develop a viable framework for saving southern residents 

and Chinook salmon.   

The purpose of this project is to compile sources to develop a cohesive narrative that 

outlines the full scope of the current population crisis facing both southern resident orcas 
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and Chinook salmon. Ultimately, examining the diverging interests of tribal members, 

commercial fishermen, and locals together reveals why it has been so difficult to develop 

a long-standing solution to the crisis. Each group maintains different motivations, 

whether economic or cultural, and as a result, collaborative efforts are not always 

successful.  Exploring the intersecting histories these parties have with both southern 

resident orcas and Chinook salmon, as well as each other, is essential. Analyzing the 

crisis through this framework allows for a more nuanced approach that hopefully will 

lead to a long-term solution.  

The intertwined history of Chinook salmon and southern resident orcas demonstrates 

how these species are cultural staples and irreplaceable animals of the Pacific Northwest. 

As such, it is essential that interest groups – tribes, commercial fishermen, and locals – 

work together to save both species. While many people around the world have heard of 

southern resident orcas, I focus on these three groups rooted in the Pacific Northwest as 

they routinely interact with, and are invested in the recovery, of the southern residents. 

Given the different interests of each group, collaboration must involve some compromise. 

While the solution to the population crisis may require personal and economic sacrifice 

(i.e. no fishing, dam removal etc.), if such steps are not taken, the Pacific Northwest faces 

a much greater cultural loss.  

Overview 

I outline the relevant history of the southern resident orca and Chinook salmon 

chronologically. Thus, I begin with Native Americans who have lived in this region the 

longest. They are the group most often left out of the equation and placed in the past. 

Numerous tribes have had a historical relationship with southern residents and continue 
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to value them as protectors. In addition, salmon continues to be vital not just culturally, 

but also as a form of sustenance.  I acknowledge the nuances among tribes and realize 

that not all stories are the same. Salmon and orcas represent different things to different 

tribes. But, by tracing the treaties and stories that have been passed down, there is a clear 

common thread: Salmon and orcas are both cultural staples. I have divided my research 

into two sections, one focused on salmon (Chinook), and the other focused southern 

resident orcas. This is to distinguish the ways in which the two species are culturally 

significant before exploring their interconnections.  

 I continue the history of the southern resident crisis by discussing European 

settlement and the emergence of the whaling industry in the 1800s. Commercial whaling 

interests established the reputation of orcas as being killers. I will trace how this 

depiction of the orca developed and review the emergence of the early salmon cannery 

fishing industry. The next section will move toward the present day, focusing on the 

1950s to 1970s. Within this period, commercial fishing grew, and Chinook salmon began 

further declines. As a result, orcas were blamed and initially had a federal bounty placed 

on them, then later were captured live. This led to a dramatic shift in nonindigenous 

perceptions of southern resident orcas. Based on the realization that southern residents 

were more than simple predators, a newfound advocacy on behalf of species emerged.  

 This evolution in perspective leads my research into the present day. I will discuss 

what current scientists and historians are thinking in terms of solutions to the southern 

resident orca population crisis. By consulting such sources, it is clear that the loss of 

Chinook salmon represents the greatest threat to southern residents. I ultimately propose 

my own solutions to the crisis at hand by referencing existing scholarship.   
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While there will be inherent gaps in my research, I hope that these may be filled 

in by later scholars. Establishing a dialog that acknowledges the complex history of 

Native Americans, commercial fisherman and locals of the Pacific Northwest and the 

ways in which they inevitably intersect with the lives of Chinook salmon and southern 

resident orcas is the first step to developing a well-rounded, enduring solution. It is not 

too late to save the species, but the people of the Pacific Northwest must all work 

together to act quickly and efficiently to do so. 
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Salmon: The First Food to Sacrifice Life  

Potential Biases: Acknowledging the Sacred and Avoiding Stereotypes   

Indigenous people were hunting and fishing in these lands long before the 

European settlement of North America. Yet, their relationship with the natural world has 

often been described by outsiders in demeaning terms, describing the clueless, noble 

savage. Such portrayals are problematic, not only for their ignorance, but because they 

relegate indigenous people to the ancient past, denying their personhood.  

One of the most problematic elements regarding literature focused on indigenous 

people comes in transcriptions of their myths and legends. A book written in 1953 

entitled Indian Legends of the Pacific Northwest reflects this overall bias and disregard 

for the value of legends to indigenous people. Author Ella E. Clark writes: 

Many of the younger Indians are either scornful of the tales or apologetic 
about them. They seem embarrassed by the superstitions of their ancestors, 
unaware that the earliest literature in any European language—is filled with 
the deeds of giants, monsters, and superhuman heroes. . .stories [are] told in 
very good English, chants and song in an Indian language or in nonsense 
syllables.26  

 
The way in which the tales of elders are described as mere superstitions is dismissive of 

the beliefs of indigenous people. By referring to the tales of their oral tradition as 

“legends” and comparing them to fictional myths of past European cultures, the power of 

their stories is undermined. Furthermore, the latter part of the quote disregards not only 

indigenous stories, but their language, by using the term “nonsense” to describe some of 

their communication.  

                                                 
26 Ella Elizabeth Clark, Indian Legends of the Pacific Northwest (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 1953), 2. 
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Clark’s introduction also reveals a blatant bias and omission in terms of selecting 

the legends: “Most of the legends from printed sources I have rewritten. Some I have 

developed from collectors’ literal translations. Others I have condensed. A few are 

excerpts from long, rambling narratives.”27 All of these statements are value judgments 

made by an outsider. Like many similar books on Native American legends, Clark’s book 

omits salmon legends, instead focusing on the formation of physical geography in the 

Pacific Northwest.  

 Other books recount the history of indigenous people through art without 

acknowledging colonial biases. Published in 1989, Indians of the Pacific Northwest 

discusses the first colonial encounter as follows: “When European explorers reached the 

Pacific coast, they not only had the stormy and obscure coast to contend with, but they 

also had to deal with the natives, who proved to be extremely confident, aggressive and 

extraordinarily adept at trade.”28 This portrays indigenous people as dangerous and 

ignores that fact the colonial settlers destroyed their way of life. While such a statement 

acknowledges that indigenous people had developed their own tools and resources, it 

does not note the existence of their unique cultural belief system that colonial narratives 

attempted to destroy. Furthermore, while such history books provide an “overview” of 

the fishing tools, they have a tendency to refer to indigenous people as existing in the 

distant past.29 

 In order to avoid similar biases, I acknowledge my position as an outsider who 

has grown up in a world of colonialism. For indigenous people, the plight of salmon is 

                                                 
27 Clark, Indian Legends of the Pacific Northwest, 3. 
28 Peter R. Gerber, Indians of the Northwest Coast, trans. Barbara Fritzemeier (New York: Facts on File 
Publications, 1987), 40. 
29 For specific examples see Introduction. 
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evocative of their survival as a people. It is important to disrupt the ingrained narrative 

relegating indigenous people to an obscure past by instead focusing on indigenous voices 

of today that continue to advocate for salmon. In particular, my research centers on the 

Northwest Treaty Tribes who are directly involved in current salmon restoration and 

subsequent orca recovery efforts as part of the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission.30  

 In order to understand the relationship between salmon and indigenous people, it 

is essential to acknowledge the differences in colonial and indigenous mindsets. This 

involves assessing the drastic impact colonial settlement has had on indigenous people. 

First and foremost, it is important to consult the tribal scholars themselves.  

Numerous indigenous historians discuss the dismantling of their beliefs in the 

“sacred” as a direct result of colonial settlement. For these scholars, the “sacred” involves 

specific places and reinforces the interconnections that exist between everything on 

Mother Earth.31 One such author is Winona LaDuke, whose father is a member of the 

Ojibwe White Earth Reservation. She quotes Dr. Henrietta Mann, a member of the 

Northern Cheyenne tribe:  

We have our own respected versions of how we came to be. These origins 
stories-that we emerged or fell from the sky or were brought forth-connect 
us to this land and establish our realities, our belief systems. We have 
spiritual responsibilities to renew the Earth and we do this through our 

                                                 
30 This organization includes: The Confederate Tribes of the Chehalis, The Confederate Tribes of the 
Colville Reservation, Cowlitz Indian Tribe, Hoh Indian Tribe, Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe, Kalispel Tribe 
of Indians, Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe,  Lummi Nation, Makah Tribe, Muckleshoot Tribe, Nisqually 
Indian Tribe, Nooksack Tribe, Port Gamble S’Klallam, Puyallup Tribe of Indians, Quileute Indian Tribe, 
Quinault Indian Nation, Samish Indian Nation, Sauk-Suiattle Tribe, Shoalwater Bay Tribe, Skokomish 
Tribe, Snoqualmie Tribe, Spokane Tribe of Indians, Squaxin Island Tribe, Stillaguamish Tribe, Suquamish 
Tribe, Tulalip Tribes, Upper Skagit Indian Tribes and Yakima Nation. For current actions see the solutions 
section of my thesis.  Northwest Treaty Tribes, "Tribes Support Southern Resident Killer Whale Task 
Force,” Northwest Treaty Tribes, October 12, 2018, https://nwtreatytribes.org/tribes-support-southern-
resident-killer-whale-task-force/.  
31  Winona LaDuke, “What Is Sacred,” in Recovering the Sacred: The Power of Naming and Claiming 
(Chicago, Illinois: Haymarket Books, 2005).  And Leanne R. Simpson, “Anticolonial Strategies for the 
Recovery and Maintenance of Indigenous Knowledge,” American Indian Quarterly 28, Issue: The 
Recovery of Indigenous Knowledge 3/4 (2004): 384.  
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ceremonies so that our Mother, the Earth, can continue to support us. 
Mutuality and respect are part of our tradition.32 
 

Within this system, in the Pacific Northwest, salmon play a crucial role. There is also a 

distinct awareness of the need to give back to the earth. This level of respect is 

nonexistent in the colonial narrative, which has dominated as a system centered on 

resource extraction. This destructive approach, along with a failure to heed the words of 

indigenous people and their environmental wisdom, has resulted in the decimation of 

Chinook salmon populations as well as many other species.  

Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, a member of the Michi Saagiig Nishnaabeg, 

elaborates on the pain brought by colonialism:  

Indeed colonial powers attacked virtually every aspect of our knowledge 
systems during the most violent periods of the past five centuries by 
rendering our spirituality and ceremonial life illegal, attempting to 
assimilate our children and destroy our languages through the residential 
school system, outlawing traditional governance,  and destroying the lands 
and waters to which we are intrinsically tied.33 
 

There was, and in many ways still is, a blatant denial of the indigenous tribes’ ability to 

govern themselves, which, in turn leads to an overall disregard for their belief system. It 

is important to challenge the conception of a “noble savage.”34 The indigenous people 

lived complex lives, developed their own government, and thrived within their own belief 

systems. Though much of their freedom has been restricted, their culture remains, and it 

is crucial that their experiences and voices are finally heard.  

 

 

                                                 
32 LaDuke, “What Is Sacred,” 15. 
33  Simpson, "Anticolonial Strategies for the Recovery and Maintenance of Indigenous Knowledge, 377. 
34 For the Definition of a Noble Savage beyond what is provided see Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, 
“Noble Savage,” Encyclopedia Britannica, 2019, https://www.britannica.com/art/noble-savage. 
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Salmon Chose to Care for the People 

For the tribes of the Pacific Northwest, the vast declines of Chinook salmon represent 

much more than economic loss. As salmon grow increasingly scarce in rivers, a 

significant aspect of indigenous culture is in danger of disappearing. While each tribe 

holds different beliefs and values, they all view salmon as a vital resource inherently 

bound to their lives.  Salmon not only provide a food source but also serve as a symbol 

that connects individuals together as a whole.   

Over time, indigenous tribes in the region have constantly adapted their fishing tools 

to hunt for salmon. Fish traps, hooks, weirs, dip nets, and harpoons were all utilized to 

harvest salmon and other marine species. In fact, about 85 percent of the diet of the 

Pacific Northwest coastal tribes came from oceans and rivers.35 It is clear that salmon 

were the most significant of these species and served a purpose beyond basic 

consumption and economics.  

Historically, salmon have been honored through a series of ceremonies connected to 

the “First Foods.”36 According to the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian 

Reservation (CTUIR):  

“The First Foods, fish, big game, roots and berries are served in the order in which 
these foods promised to care for the Indian people . . .In the creation belief, ‘the 
Creator asked [of the creatures of the earth], “who will take care of the people?”  
Salmon said, “I Will” and the other fish lined up behind him.’” 37  

                                                 
35 Gerber, Indians of the Northwest Coast, 44-45. 
36 Eric J. Quaempts et al., “Aligning Environmental Management with Ecosystem Resilience: A First Foods 
Example from the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, Oregon, USA,” Ecology and 
Society 23, no. 2 (2018): 29.  
37 Ibid.  
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As salmon was the first animal to sacrifice its life to care for the people, it is essential that 

they in turn protect the salmon. These First Food ceremonies traditionally occur during 

celebration of life or funeral gatherings.38 

The First Foods are fundamental to indigenous culture because they provide a means 

for connecting to both ancestors and community. Salmon is considered to be one of the 

most valued foods. While it is unclear what percentage of salmon tribal members 

historically consumed, from the longevity of the ceremony it is apparent that the fish 

made up a substantial portion of diets (with recent substitutions given salmon declines).39 

Unfortunately, as salmon populations diminished, many indigenous tribes have been 

forced to reduce their consumption of the fish or risk their disappearance altogether.  

For many tribes, such as the Lummi, the First Foods ceremony is tied to a separate 

salmon ceremony. The Lummi describe the significance of salmon and how their 

tradition has been changed by settlement:  

Salmon is as important to the Lummi people as the air we breathe it sustains 
our schlelangeng (way of life). Since time immemorial, our people honored 
the salmon each year by holding a salmon ceremony to respect the gift that the 
Salmon Woman provides us, the sacrifice of her salmon children, and to pass 
down the tradition of respect taught to us by our elders. . . Over recent 
decades, however, many of our traditional ways had been lost or supplanted 
by new ideas and attitudes. The Bounty of the Salmon Woman’s gift was 
taken for granted. As our stories have warned, the salmon declined.40  

 

The relationship between humans and salmon must be one of respect. Due to the 

economic incentive and greed of settlers, the Lummi of today are forced to live with 

devasting threat of losing their treasured salmon altogether. In fact, salmon numbers have 

                                                 
38 Ibid. 
39 Quaempts et al., “Aligning Environmental Management with Ecosystem Resilience,” 29. 
40 Lummi Nation, “First Salmon Ceremony,” CBC Oversight Committee, 2018, https://www.lummi-
nsn.gov/Website.php?PageID=190. 
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become so low that the ceremony cannot always be held. For the Lummi, like many other 

tribes in the area, the consumption of salmon involves preparing it in specific ways, 

sharing it with a community, and honoring ancestors. Though the decline of salmon over 

the years has been painfully obvious to such tribes, the federal government continued to 

deny problem until it was too late. This provides a powerful lesson for future resource 

management: listen to those who have lived on the land, i.e., indigenous people to 

actually learn about an environment before exploiting its resources.  

While indigenous people modified their fishing gear over time, tribal members were 

always aware of the limits of catch size.41 Due to ancestral cultural ties, as the Lummi 

noted, the relationship indigenous people have with salmon continues to be one of mutual 

respect, honoring the salmon for feeding them and protecting the them in return. 

Unfortunately, despite the careful management of fish stocks, colonial settlement 

severely restricted indigenous rights. For over a century indigenous people had no legal 

recourse to restore salmon populations.42  

Disregard for the health of salmon populations that began with early European settlers 

continues to have disastrous consequences. An article on First Foods notes: “Resource 

use by the expanding non-native human population increasingly was dominated by 

extractive and intensive management approaches, rather than by a culture of reciprocity 

and support of resilient ecosystems.”43 This is not to say that tribal members did not alter 

their environment, but, because of the concept of the “sacred,” they have been, and 

                                                 
41 This contrasts with the colonial mentality of overharvesting for economic gains. Gerber, Indians of the 
Northwest Coast, trans. Barbara Fritzemeier (New York: Facts on File Publications, 1987), 1-232.  
42 The increased numbers of salmon populations, when tribal members are able to be involved, indicates 
that the federal restriction of the tribal fishing rights had a negative effect on salmon populations of the 
Pacific Northwest. For more information see:  Felicity Barringer, “In the Pacific Northwest, Native Fishing 
Right Take on a Role as Environmental Protector,” The West (Blog), 2018. 
43 Quaempts et al., “Aligning Environmental Management with Ecosystem Resilience,” 23. 
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continue to be, aware of how their actions impact the overall ecosystem. This reciprocity 

led to a different conception of the natural world where man is deeply connected to plants 

and animals, a sharp contrast to the expansionist views of settlement. Unfortunately, 

thanks to assistance from the federal government, the settlers’ approach would prevail. 

The initial goal was to wipe out the indigenous people, and the salmon were an 

unfortunate bystander. 

A Complex Web: Pacific Northwest Treaties Between the Federal Government and 

Indigenous People 

Beginning with colonial western expansion, salmon fisheries have become political 

pawns in a larger battle directed by the federal government to diminish the authority of 

indigenous people over their land. Time and time again, the deep cultural connections 

that exist between salmon and indigenous people has been denied through legislation. 

Additionally, many settlers considered salmon only in terms of their own economic 

investments, undermining indigenous people’s efforts to honor and consume salmon as 

they traditionally have. With salmon being both highly politicized and commercially 

valuable, tribal members have been given little room to maneuver and been forced to 

navigate a set of complex treaties.44  

The curtailment of indigenous rights began with the treaty of 1855, which drove 

indigenous people onto reservations.  According to the treaty, tribal members were forced 

to relinquish their lands and move to smaller areas which could be used by the federal 

government for resource extraction: “If necessary for the public convenience, roads may 

be run through the said reservation, the Indians being compensated for any damage 
                                                 
44 Northwest Treaty Tribes, "Tribes Support Southern Resident Killer Whale Task Force," 2018, 
https://nwtreatytribes.org/tribes-support-southern-resident-killer-whale-task-force/.  
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thereby done them.”45 By relinquishing their territory, indigenous people lost their 

nomadic way of life as well as their traditional ties to place. Their ability to move around 

freely in smaller groups was denied. Instead, tribes were divided, given new names, and 

forced onto limited lands. Ultimately, this was an attempt at cultural genocide. As 

indigenous cultures are connected to their belief systems tying them to the natural world, 

such agreements provided a way for federal interests to eliminate their authority. The 

mention of compensation in lieu of remaining on their lands further speaks to a disregard 

for the cultural value indigenous people assign to place. It also reflects a different belief 

system. Whereas the government promoted resource extraction, indigenous tribes sought 

to emphasize finding balance in the natural world. Given that the colonial priority was 

maintaining control over the land, the goal was to diminish indigenous power as much as 

possible.  

To appease the tribes, a phrase allowing the fishing and hunting rights in “usual and 

accustomed grounds” was added.46 Such language was intentionally vague and the tribes 

who signed it were ultimately given little choice in the matter.  Such a blanket statement 

provided a convenient way for the federal government to mask its cultural genocide. 

Giving indigenous people a supposed right to fish made it appear to be a mutual 

agreement. However, such careful, deceptive language intentionally denied the overall 

suffering that these treaties caused.  

While initially there was a small hope that indigenous people would be able to 

maintain control over their accustomed food, this aspect of the treaty proved to be false. 

                                                 
45 Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs: “Treaty of Point No. No Point 1855, Article 2” (January 6, 1855), 
https://goia.wa.gov/tribal-government/treaty-point-no-point-1855  
46 Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs: “Treaty of Point No. No Point 1855, Article 4,” (January 6, 1855), 
https://goia.wa.gov/tribal-government/treaty-point-no-point-1855. 
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When tribes asserted that their fishing rights were being denied the federal government 

took no legal action to modify treaty agreements.   

In reality, the tribes had no choice. The words of Skokomish leader Hool-hol-tan 

reveals the devastation caused by the 1855 treaty:  

I wish to speak my mind as to selling the land. Great chief! What shall we eat 
If we do so? Our only food is berries, deer, and salmon. Where then shall we 
find these?. . . I am afraid that I shall become destitute and perish for want of 
food. I don’t like the place you have chosen for us to live on 47 

 
Another chief, L’Hau-at-scha-uk of the To-anhooch, also expressed fear: “I don’t want to 

leave the mouth of the River. I do not want to leave my old home, and my burying 

ground. I am afraid I shall die if I do.”48 The connection to place described here is more 

than simply land; for indigenous people it provided a means to maintain ties to their 

ancestors. Forced away from their traditional homes, it was thought that they could never 

be reunited with their loved ones in the spiritual world. Not only did they lose this 

spiritual connection, they also lost all the natural gifts that nature provided including 

access to traditional medicinal plants and animals, as well as sacred spaces.  

Although tribal members attempted to continue their tradition of harvesting salmon, it 

took more than a century for tribal members to gain the right to fish and protect salmon 

with their own conservation efforts.49 These modifications finally began to occur in the 

late 1960s. A series of peaceful protests in which tribal members would fish illegally, 

known as the “Fishing Wars,” brought attention to the treaty injustices experienced by 

indigenous people. In the late 1960s and 1970s tribal members were arrested for fishing 

                                                 
47 Humanities Washington, “Treaty of Point No Point, 1855,” History Link: Charles M. Gates, "The Indian 
Treaty of Point No Point," Pacific Northwest Quarterly, Vol. 46, No. 2 (1955), p. 52-58. 
48  Humanities Washington, “Treaty of Point No Point, 1855,” History Link: Charles M. Gates, "The Indian 
Treaty of Point No Point," Pacific Northwest Quarterly, Vol. 46, No. 2 (1955), p. 52-58. 
49 Northwest Treaty Tribes, "Tribes Support Southern Resident Killer Whale Task Force," 2018, 
https://nwtreatytribes.org/tribes-support-southern-resident-killer-whale-task-force/.  
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in places beyond their reservations during these Fishing Wars.50 Eventually, tribal 

members were supported by nontribal demonstrators in a series of marches and “fish-

ins.”51 

At last, in the early 1970s, the protests began to turn the tide. The Boldt Decision of 

1974 was the first time indigenous people won a court case granting them fishing rights. 

This decision “established the tribes as co-managers of the resource entitled to 50% of the 

harvestable number of salmon returning to Washington waters.”52 That same year, the 

Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission was established to help conserve salmon 

populations. This organization is jointly governed by the member tribes and state 

commissioners. In 1977 the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission (CRITFC) 

was formed to help with the salmon recovery efforts.53  CRITFC focuses its efforts on 

salmon restoration in the Columbia Basin. The tribes have not given up on salmon 

restoration and have made enormous efforts to maintain the resource vital to their culture 

and livelihood.  

The Trauma of Losing Salmon: Indigenous Responses to the Current Chinook Crisis  

When indigenous people were displaced, they also lost their ability and authority to 

continue their previous way of life. While 50 percent of salmon should have been 

adequate for their purposes, it was clear that the vast overharvesting by colonial settlers 

beginning in the 1800s, and exacerbated by the dams of the 1960s, had decimated salmon 

                                                 
50 Teaching Tolerance, “Against the Current,” Teaching Tolerance, https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-
resources/texts/against-the-current. 
51 Gabriel Chrisman, “The Fish-in Protests at Franks Landing,” Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History 
Project (University of Washington: 2008).  
52 Northwest Treaty Tribes, "Tribes Support Southern Resident Killer Whale Task Force," 2018, 
https://nwtreatytribes.org/tribes-support-southern-resident-killer-whale-task-force/.  
53 CRITFC consists of the Yakima, Nez Pearce, Warm Springs, and Umatilla Tribes. Columbia River 
Intertribal Fish Commission, “CRITFC Mission and Vision,” 2020. 
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populations beyond repair. “Over 10-16 million salmon and steelhead returned to the 

Columbia River historically; these runs declined 5-8 million from the 1800-1930s 

because of overharvest and habitat degradation, and then declined further to 1-2 million 

since the construction of the mainstem Columbia river dams.”54 It was painfully obvious 

to the indigenous people, who had been taught by their ancestors about the significance 

of the salmon ceremony, that soon there would be no fish left.  

Numerous contemporary poems and creative pieces have centered around the loss of 

salmon and reveal that despite their decline, there remains a constant hope they will 

return. One powerful poem is entitled “Powwow at the End of the World” by Sherman 

Alexie of the Spokane/Coeur d’Alene tribe. Specific excerpts reveal the anger toward the 

dams, a symbol of colonial power, and their role in decimating salmon populations: 

I am told by many of you that I must forgive and so I shall  
After an Indian woman puts her shoulder to the Grand Coulee Dam  
and topples it. I am told by many of you that I must forgive 
and so I shall after the floodwaters bust each successive dam 
downriver from the Grand Coulee. . .55 

 
Expressed in this poem is the passion to continue the fight for salmon survival, as it 

represents the endurance of indigenous culture. It demonstrates an ongoing drive to 

continue to resist the colonial idea of resource exploitation and fight for the lives of 

salmon. Sherman Alexie continues:  

I am told by many of you that I must forgive and so I shall after  
That salmon leaps into the night air above the water, throws  
A lightning bolt at the brush near my feet, and starts the fire 
Which will lead all of the lost Indians home.56 

                                                 
54 For more on dams see Part four pages 46-48 and the Solutions section of my thesis. Also see: Quaempts 
et al., "Aligning Environmental Management with Ecosystem Resilience," 29.  
55 Sherman Alexie et al., First Fish, First People: Salmon Tales of the North Pacific Rim, ed. Judith Roche 
and Meg McHutchison (Seattle, Washington: University of Washington Press, 1998). On the Web under 
Poetry Foundation as Sherman Alexie, “The Powwow at the End of the World” from The Summer of Black 
Widows. Copyright © 1996 by Sherman Alexie. Used by permission of Hanging Loose Press. 
56 Ibid.  
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The true meaning of salmon transcends the fish itself. The salmon represent hope and a 

drive to rebuild a culture that has been repeatedly targeted, again and again, by a colonial 

government. The salmon, as a species, reminds indigenous people to hold fast to their 

sacred beliefs and to never give up fighting for their right to express their culture.  

 Another member of the Spokane tribe, Gloria Bird, also comments on the loss of 

salmon:  

The men and women sweated separately for two days, praying for the 
return of the salmon. In the old days, our lives depended upon the salmon. 
. . we did not know, for instance, that the following year would be our last 
for fishing for king salmon in homeland streams. . . we were required by 
the government to take up farming. I believe it was intended to keep us on 
the reservations because before that time we wandered freely across the 
country. . . Coyote will return to tear apart the dams that block the passage 
of salmon. This time it is the dams that are the monsters he will slay. 
Coyote will come back and rescue us again as he did in the old days. I 
wish he would hurry up and come.57  
 

Salmon is directly intertwined with the very soul of the tribes themselves. Once again, the 

scars of colonialism are apparent. As salmon disappear so, too, does a repeatedly targeted 

indigenous culture. As Gloria Bird asserts, the people themselves must remain strong. 

One of the ways they do so is by sharing commonality through their regard for salmon as 

a vital cultural resource.  

 Elizabeth Woody, a member of the Navajo/Warm Springs/Wasco/Yakama tribe, 

also notes that the salmon crisis has far-reaching ramifications for all:  

Maybe natures’ intelligent laws have been breached, but not without 
consequence. . .The practice of traditional awareness in a simple, direct 
way is to take only what we need, and let the rest grow. How does one 
know what is traditional? How can one learn?58  

                                                 
57 Gloria Bird et al., First Fish, First People: Salmon Tales of the North Pacific Rim, ed. Judith Roche and 
Meg McHutchison (Seattle, Washington: University of Washington Press, 1998), 54-55. 
58 Elizabeth Woody et al., First Fish, First People: Salmon Tales of the North Pacific Rim, ed. Judith 
Roche and Meg McHutchison (Seattle, Washington: University of Washington Press, 1998), 85-86. 
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It is clear that the consequence of failing to consider the natural world in resource 

extraction has been the loss of salmon. Fighting against a deliberate targeting and 

colonial dismantling of culture requires indigenous people to return to their roots. For 

this, they rely on elders to tell the story of old.  

Listen to the Elders  

One of the major flaws with the colonial way of thinking is that there is a blatant 

disregard for indigenous cultures. Therefore, rather than listening to the wisdom of 

indigenous people and working to care for and preserve natural resources, the prevailing 

attitude has been that the natural world simply exists as a resource to be exploited. As a 

result, Chinook salmon are steadily declining in the Pacific Northwest. As indigenous 

people have always maintained a strong and close connection to salmon, it is vital that 

they be consulted when determining solutions for the current salmon population crisis. 

Furthermore, it is essential to acknowledge that cultural value transcends economics.  

Finding viable long-term solutions will require listening to, and learning from, 

indigenous people. 
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Orca as Protector: Legends of the Southern Resident Orcas 

A More Specific Focus  

Southern resident orcas also have a deep-rooted and long-held relationship with 

the tribes of the Pacific Northwest. Given that the genetically distinct southern resident 

orcas inhabit a localized range within the Pacific Northwest, for centuries their lives have 

directly intertwined with local cultures. Thus, though not a primary food source as with 

Chinook salmon, the orcas inhabited the same waters many coastal tribes relied upon, 

namely Puget Sound. While the  Makah, Nootka, Quileute, Quinault and Klallam viewed 

whaling as a means of sustenance, central to their livelihood, southern resident orcas 

were largely exempt from harvests.59 Rather, the orcas had, and continue to have, a larger 

symbolic significance for many coastal tribes as protectors or clan animals.60 As Orcas 

are an oceanic species, their symbolism is not as widespread as the myths of salmon 

species who migrated to inland streams. Nonetheless, it is vital to acknowledge the 

cultural importance of southern resident orcas as symbolic protectors of the Coastal 

Salish people. 

In order to avoid biases and generalizations, I will be focusing on the surviving 

legends and depictions of the orca described by members of the Coastal Salish and 

Alaskan Lummi, Haida, and Tlingit because these nations continue to utilize orcas as one 

of the primary emblems of their tribes to this day. While other tribes, as depicted through 

their art, interacted with orcas it is helpful to focus on those who continue to view orcas 
                                                 
59 There are occasional circumstances where “Blackfish” assumed to be southern resident orcas were 
harvested, but they were not the main target for this whaling which was sustenance based: For more 
information see: Ruth Underhill, Indians of the Pacific Northwest (Washington D.C: United States 
Department of Interior: Bureau of Indian Affairs, Branch of Education, 1945), 1-232. 
60 Native American Languages, “Native American Killer Whale Mythology (Orca or Blackfish),” Native 
Language of the Americas, 1998-2015, http://www.native-languages.org/killer-whale.htm. 
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as a primary aspect of their culture and speak about their beliefs. Furthermore, these 

tribes are the most involved in current advocacy efforts to save the southern resident 

orcas their beliefs are representative of the ways southern residents intersect, yet differ, 

from salmon in terms of cultural significance.  

Creation Myths, Legends and the Orca: Deeply Entwined History  

The Coastal Salish peoples are a large grouping of tribal members who live in and 

around the Salish Sea in Canada and the United States.61 While all of these tribes hold 

slightly different conceptions of the orcas, the southern residents have been entwined 

with indigenous people in a way that diverged from their relationship with colonial 

settlers. As both orcas and tribal members have inhabited the same waters and consumed 

salmon for centuries, their connections run deep. Thus, the orca have also served to 

strengthen the bonds that exist between tribes.   

The significance of southern resident orcas is particularly evident in the surviving 

legends of the Tlingit and Haida nations. The Haida and Tlingit are an indigenous nation 

currently living off-reservation on the islands of Alaska. One of the surviving Haida 

legends, “Wolf and Sea” tells of the origins of orcas. Essentially, the legend maintains 

that orcas themselves descended from wolves. This serves to acknowledge them as both a 

powerful predator and a strong force in the ocean.62 Their dominance is respected rather 

than feared.  

                                                 
61 This tribal grouping was designated by federal government. The Coastal Salish people were a group of 
smaller distinct communities with different languages who were grouped together. See: New World 
Encyclopedia, “Coast Salish,” New World Encyclopedia, Error! Hyperlink reference not valid..  
62 Haida People, “Wolf of the Sea,” First People: American Indian Legends, https://www.firstpeople.us/FP-
Html-Legends/WolfandtheSea-Haida.html. 

https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Coast_Salish
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Furthermore, while the strength of orcas was generally acknowledged, their 

cultural significance for the Haida and Tlingit runs much deeper. Southern resident orcas 

became symbols of protection and healing, as well as endurance, during long sea 

voyages.63 A tale shared between the Haida and Tlingit people, called the “Natsilane” 

legend, reinforces the helpful nature of killer whales. According to the story, when a 

talented wood carver named Natsilane went on a seal hunt with his brothers, he was 

abandoned at sea and rescued by a sea lion. He sought vengeance on his brothers and 

carved a killer whale, which came to life. He had the “black-fish” seek revenge on his 

brothers, but then: 

Not long afterward, a strange black fish with teeth was seen near the shore and at 
times would leave a freshly killed halibut there for the villagers. Natsilane had 
instructed it never again to harm humans but instead, to help them. As he 
continued to help the villagers, they realized that the ‘killer whale’ was a gift from 
Natsilane and so they took it for their crest.64  
 

It is clear that the orca was not viewed as a threatening predator, but rather a helpful 

guide. A sacred, respectful agreement was made in which the people would not harm the 

whale, and in return, the whale would assist them. This tale contrasts sharply with the 

early colonial view that the southern resident orcas were vicious monsters responsible for 

wiping out salmon populations.65 It is a crucial contrast. Given that the value of the 

southern resident orcas was ingrained in numerous tribal cultures of the Pacific 

Northwest, they were not directly hunted, but honored instead.  

                                                 
63 Native American Languages, “Native American Killer Whale Mythology (Orca or Blackfish),” Native 
Language of the Americas, 1998-2015. http://www.native-languages.org/killer-whale.htm. 
64 The Tlingit People, “Natsilane,” First People: American Indian Legends, https://www.firstpeople.us/FP-
Html-Legends/Natsilane-Tlingit.html. 
65 For more information, see part four of my thesis which discusses earlier colonial relationships with the 
southern resident orcas  
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Southern resident orcas remain, to this day, a vital aspect of indigenous culture for 

those who reside in and around the Salish sea. While such tribes value salmon, they also 

recognize that orcas play a fundamental role in the natural world. In fact, the value of the 

southern resident orcas is so powerful that the Tlingit, Tsimshian and Kwakiutl tribes all 

adapted them as symbols of the tribe itself through large crests.66 This is meant to honor 

the orca and affirm their deep connection to humans.  

 Due to their profound cultural significance, depictions of southern residents are 

also represented through art and jewelry. A website by the Coastal Salish people explains 

how orcas, like salmon, hold a deep a spiritual significance for many tribes: 

The native orca symbol or killer whale symbolizes family, romance, longevity, 
harmony, travel, community and protection. He is said to protect those who travel 
away from home, and to lead them back when the time comes. . . Also known as 
the ‘lord of the ocean’ the Killer whale is said to be the guardian of the ocean, 
with seals as his slaves and dolphins as his warriors. It is believed that killer 
whales are closely related to humans, and it is said that when a human drowns the 
human is taken down by killer Whales into their deep villages and transformed 
into a Killer Whale. . . For Haida. . . the killer whale people, are among the most 
powerful of the people from the sea. Stories tell of Haida ancestors putting on 
skins of killer whales to enter the realm of the spirit world, where killer whale 
people and humans visit, communicate, and feast together.67 
 

Here, the orca serves as a link between the living and the dead and are thus essential 

animals to venerate when establishing a community. The honoring of orcas differs from 

that of salmon, as the orcas are not harvested.  

The Lummi and Coastal Salish People: Current Relations to the Orca 

The Lummi tribe, located in and around Puget Sound, has also maintained a close 

relationship with southern resident orcas. For the Lummi, the decline of orcas is akin to 

                                                 
66 Native American Languages, “Native American Killer Whale Mythology (Orca or Blackfish),” Native 
Language of the Americas, 1998-2015. http://www.native-languages.org/killer-whale.htm.  
67 Sprit of the West Coast Art Gallery, “The Orca Symbol or Killer Whale,” Comax Valley Chamber of 
Commerce https://spiritsofthewestcoast.com/collections/the-orca-symbol-or-killer-whale. 
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losing family members. “Qwe‘lhol mechen is the Lummi word for orcas. A rough 

translation: “‘our relations under the sea.’”68 Because orcas are kin to the Lummi and 

intrinsic to their identity, it is imperative that they save the southern residents.  

The significance of protecting southern resident orcas was further dramatized by 

a ceremony held in 2019 to honor the southern resident orcas. In the ceremony the 

Lummi and other Coastal Salish tribes came together to celebrate them. The purpose 

was to rename the orcas under a Lummi term as a means of memorial and acknowledge 

the obligation everyone in the Pacific Northwest has to protect this endangered species. 

Raynell Morris, director of the Lummi Nations Sovereignty and Treaty Protection 

Office, stated that the goal of the ceremony is, “To thank them, to wish them well on 

their journey, to let their families know, we hear them. We’re praying for them. They’re 

hurting—their family is missing them.”69 This concept of mutual interdependence and 

care is an essential element to consider when examining the current southern resident 

population crisis.   

Reuben George from the Tsleil-Waututh First Nation adds that the orcas are 

more than just a whale:  

We have a continuing spiritual connection, that’s what that ceremony’s about, is 
honoring that spiritual relationship between the orcs and us human beings. And 
to honor that connection that we have, we try to send them off in a good way, to 
the spiritual realm.70  

 

                                                 
68 Bellamy Pailthorp, “Lummi Nation Mourns Lost Southern Resident Orcas, Renames Those Remaining,” 
Seattle Times: KNKX, August 27, 2019.  https://www.knkx.org/post/lummi-nation-mourns-lost-southern-
resident-orcas-renames-those-remaining 
69 Ibid.  
70 Ibid.  
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Honoring the orcas that have passed exemplifies the deep bonds the Coastal Salish have 

with orcas. Specifically, as orcas have served as helpful protectors to humans their 

families must be cared for and honored in return.  

Lawrence Soloman, secretary of the Lummi Nation’s Business Council, affirms 

that the plight of southern residents cannot be separated from the tribe’s own struggle for 

survival:    

Kind of like us claiming each other. We’re related. This is in the hearts and the 
minds of the family. From this day forward, we do our best to call them by their 
name: Sk’aliCh’elh, Sk’aliCh’elh, Sk’aliCh’elh ….71 
 

This indicates that many historical legends are specific to the southern resident orcas for 

tribes such as the Lummi and Coastal Salish people. The southern residents are 

considered sacred and honored as a valuable local species, distinct from other orcas. It is 

important that southern residents are, and have been, inherently recognized, not simply as 

another orca species, but as a cultural staple. These stories about them are more than 

simple tales. They represent essential truths that connect indigenous people with southern 

resident orcas. As a member of the family, the loss of an individual southern resident 

means a vital element of the tribe itself would also be lost.  

Southern resident orcas are also connected to everyone residing in the Pacific 

Northwest. Thus, in order to save them, it is important to listen to the orcas themselves.  

Suquamish Chairman Leonard Forsman, notes: “And the one thing about them is they’re 

like us. They depend on these waters for their survival, for their well-being, for their 

food, their recreation, for their spirituality as well.” One of the reasons southern 

residents are so tied to the Coastal Salish people is that they rely on a similar resource. 

                                                 
71  Bellamy Pailthorp, “Lummi Nation Mourns Lost Southern Resident Orcas, Renames Those Remaining,” 
KNKX, August 27, 2019, https://www.knkx.org/post/lummi-nation-mourns-lost-southern-resident-orcas-
renames-those-remaining. 
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Rather than view the consumption of Chinook salmon by southern resident orcas as a 

negative competition, the tribes view it as a relationship of mutual need. Both southern 

residents and the tribes depend on salmon for their survival. If either southern residents 

or Chinook disappear, it has disastrous consequences for the culture of the Coastal 

Salish.  

It is vital to recognize the tribal perspective regarding orcas and understand that 

everyone, not just tribal members, must unite to save the southern residents. Raynell 

Morris told KNKX: “You’re part of this. This is family, this is an obligation. You have 

your part, we have ours. . . It is your family too. Because you’re on this earth. You’re a 

human being.”72 In this way, the survival of southern resident orcas represents our own 

survival. Everyone in this region should be concerned. If the orcas were to disappear an 

irreplaceable cultural and biological void would emerge. It is essential to act, and the first 

step must be acknowledging that, in addition to their ecological significance, southern 

residents represent an essential part of tribal culture in the Pacific Northwest.  

 
 

                                                 
72 Pailthorp, “Lummi Nation Mourns Lost Southern Resident Orcas,” https://www.knkx.org/post/lummi-
nation-mourns-lost-southern-resident-orcas-renames-those-remaining. 
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The Wolves of the Ocean: Impacts of Whaling and Commercial 

Fishing on Southern Resident Orcas 

The Problematic Blackfish: The Perspectives of Commercial Whalers 

The colonial perspective surrounding southern resident orcas has been tainted 

from its very origins by a relentless drive to extract as many natural resources as possible 

from our oceans. Ever since Pliny the Elder categorized orcas as “a mass of flesh, armed 

with teeth,” they have been perceived as a direct threat to commercial interests.73 Such a 

perspective contrasted sharply with the indigenous perceptions of the southern resident as 

a valuable species who protected humans. The primary distinction between these two 

attitudes centers around familiarity. Indigenous people lived alongside the orca, knew 

they consumed fish and would not harm people. In contrast, whalers settling on the 

Pacific Northwest coast were on focused on one thing: oil and the profits derived from it. 

In the 19th century, whale oil served as the main fuel for lamps, cooking, etc. 

While the primary and most hunted whale species, such as right whales and sperm 

whales, were much larger and provided more product, the orca’s reputation as killer led 

to the species being routinely targeted.74 Whenever whalers interacted with orcas, a 

fearsome story would emerge. The public consumption of such exploits via newspapers 

                                                 
 1 Pliny The Elder. “The Balaena and The Orca.” In Book IX: The Natural History of Fishes, Vol. 5, 6. John 

Bostok MD., n.d. For more information on the history of commercial whaling in America see:  On the 
Water Publications, “Commercial Fishers: Whaling,” Smithsonian National Museum of American History, 
Kenneth E. Behring Center,  https://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/exhibition/3_7.html,  
2 Note that Southern Resident Orcas were not the initial targets of the whaling industry, yet they were 
eventually vilified, and blamed for declines in desired whale populations. For more information on the 
whales primarily targeted for their oil in 19th century America (such as right whales and sperm whales) see: 
Eric Jay Dolin, Leviathan: The History of Whaling in America, (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 
2007). 

https://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/exhibition/3_7.html
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furthered the orca’s reputation as vicious and unfeeling. Thus, the depiction of orcas as 

fearsome predators made them a convenient scapegoat as whale numbers decreased. 

While orcas themselves had been vilified early on, public perceptions did not shift 

to focus on southern residents until around 1835 when the commercial whaling industry 

expanded into the Pacific Northwest.75 Prior to this date, whalers were concentrated on 

the east coast of the United States, but with diminishing whale populations and the drive 

toward western expansion, they sought to explore a new coast.76 There were clear signs 

of whale declines, as journalist HTC notes:  

He estimates that by three hundred ships capturing or mortally wounding 40 
whales each, 12,000 whales are killed in a season. And as many of these, perhaps 
full half, are cows with calf, the number of whales to be born and arrive at 
maturity, in order to make up from these sweeping destruction among them, must 
be not less than 18,000. He thinks, therefore, that the poor whale, chased from sea 
to sea, and from haunt to haunt, is doomed to utter extermination.77  
 

The desire for profits drove the whalers to continue their harvests rather than face the 

limits of whale populations.  Seeking to assign blame, and find yet another resource to 

extract oil from, they turned to a dolphin with a convenient reputation, the killer whales.  

By the late 1800s, the reputation of the orca as “killer” became widely 

disseminated in public newspapers establishing them as a scapegoat for whale shortages. 

Given that the diet of southern resident orcas was assumed to be the same as other orcas, 

they would also be lumped into the category of “killer.”  In 1872, one article noted:  

“Three or four of these voracious animals do not hesitate to grapple with the largest 

whales of the genus balanidae; and it is surprising to see those leviathans of the deep so 

                                                 
75 Ethel Rhoda, “Whaling in the Northwest Pacific,” Overload Monthly and Out West Magazine LXIV, No. 
3 (September 1914):0_001. 
76For more information on western expansion see the ideas of the American frontier found in: Ray Allen 
Bellington and Martin Ridge. Westward Expansion: A History of the American Frontier. 6th (Abridged). 
1949, n.d.  or Stephen G. Hyslop, The Old West, National Geographic, Washington DC, 2015. 
77 HTC. “Letters from a Whale Ship.” Boston Cultivator 11, Iss. 18 (May 5, 1849):142. 
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completely paralyzed by the presence of their diminutive, yet natural enemies.”78 Here 

the natural process of orcas feeding was transformed into a sensationalized depiction of 

unfeeling beasts. In 1890 another article noted: 

The shark is indeed ravenous and voracious; but in ferocity and destructiveness it 
is far inferior to the orca, another inhabitant of the world of waters, and yet not a 
fish. . . there is nothing inhabiting the water which the orca will not assail. . . the 
orca is always dangerous, or cannot not satisfy its hunger. . .  As if not satisfied 
with the harm it can do alone, the orca secures the aid of two or three of its 
fellows, and then the little pack of monsters starts on the expedition.79 
 

Here the orcas are described as heartless and uncontrolled monsters. While the author 

clearly knows orcas are different than fish, they are not even acknowledged to be an 

animal; rather, they are considered vermin. Such an account presents orcas as a relentless 

enemy, thereby further tarnishing their reputation. In this way, the ignorant 

characterization of orca as “pest” emerged.  

 Famous whaler and naturalist Charles Scammon revealed that during the 19th 

century, the southern resident orcas of the Pacific Northwest shared the same negative 

reputation as orcas in other parts of the world. As mysterious predators, orcas were 

deemed culprits and provided an excuse to allow for continued whaling in the Pacific 

Northwest despite its environmental toll. To promote the commercial harvest of whales 

for oil, these large dolphins had to be categorized as killers. When describing the killer 

whale of the Northwest Coast Scammon noted: “The body is covered with a coating of 

white fat, or blubber, yielding a pure, transparent oil.”80 This clinical discussion merely 

focused on the marketable resources killer whales provided and dismisses the other 

                                                 
78 “The Orca.” Overload Monthly and Out West Magazine (1869-1935) 9, No. 1 (July 1872):52.  
79 Note that the author observes the biological features of a killer whale (black and white, not a fish etc.) yet 
ignore this in favor of vilification: John R Coryell, “Wolves of the Sea,” St. Nicholas; an Illustrated 
Magazine for Young Folks (1873-1907)17, Iss. 10 (August 1890): 866.  
80 This is a publication originally published in 1874.  Charles M. Scammon, The Marine Mammals of the 
Northwestern Coast of North America, Contributor Dick Russel, (Berkeley, CA: Heyday Books, 2007), 89.  
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possible values intrinsic to the orcas themselves. Clearly, in this culture of resource 

extraction, the only thing that mattered was justification for continued whaling.  

 Scammon demonstrated limited knowledge of the southern resident orcas, 

describing them “as marine beasts, that roam over every ocean. . . where they spread 

terror and death among the mammoth balaenas. . . devouring , in their marauding 

expeditions up swift rivers, numberless salmon or other large fishes that may come in 

their way.”81  Scammon went as far as to assert orcas eat members of their own genus, 

labeling them unfeeling creatures. The myth of the orca as demonstrating no limits and 

devouring all things served to alleviate the whaler’s actual responsibility for overall 

declines in both whale and fish populations. It was convenient to blame a cetacean unable 

to defend itself.  

Scammon noted that orcas were not sought after by “civilized whalemen.”82 Yet 

by the 1900s, a desperation to harvest increasing numbers led to a shift. Noting the orca’s 

previous reputation as monsters, whalers of the 20th century justified expanding, rather 

than limiting, whale harvests. By the early 1900s, whalers of the Pacific Northwest coast 

extracted whale oil from anything they could find: “Whale oil as the term is now used is 

quite comprehensive, including not only oil taken from ‘all varieties of whales, but that of 

the blackfish, porpoise, and even the walrus.”83 By this time southern resident orcas were 

actively being targeted in whaling hunts. Such harvests were viewed by whalers, and the 

general public, as feats of triumph demonstrating innovation and modernization.  

As orcas themselves were fast, and contained a relatively small amount of oil, 

their harvest came later than other whales of the Pacific Northwest. While such whaling 

                                                 
81 Scammon, The Marine Mammals of the Northwestern Coast of North America, 90. 
82Ibid., 92. 
83Rhoda, “Whaling in the Northwest Pacific,” 0_001. 
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did not substantially impact the southern resident population, the public perception of 

these orcas as vicious monsters would persist for decades and the vilification of orcas as a 

scapegoat for human degradation of the ocean environment would continue. As 

commercial whaling faded, commercial fishermen employed the same tactics. Thus, this 

insidious (and erroneous) reputation would prove detrimental to the population as 

southern residents began directly competing against commercial fishermen for Chinook 

salmon in the 1950s.  

The Abundance of Salmon: An Early History of Commercial Fishing in the Pacific 

Northwest 

When salmon were first discovered by the fishermen of the Pacific Northwest, it 

was thought they were an endless resource. Yet, a general lack of knowledge regarding 

salmon lifecycles, combined with a desire to harvest commercial sized stocks of fish, 

ultimately decimated their populations. In a manner similar to early whale hunts, the 

colonial strategy of resource extraction as a justifiable means of innovation dominated, 

creating a detrimental effect on fish populations.  

I focus my analysis on the destruction of the Chinook salmon stocks in the 

Columbia river and Puget Sound, as this is the population which serves as southern 

resident’s primary food source. While the effects of salmon loss would not be truly felt 

until the 1950s, the roots of this overfishing first took hold in the 19th century.  

 Initially there was little demand for salmon by early Pacific Northwest settlers as 

they considered it to be an insignificant resource. But, as new industrial canning 

technology emerged in the 19th century, salmon, particularly Chinook, started being 
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harvested on a large scale.84 By the 1840s the idea of using the salmon fishery as a 

symbol of the successful innovation of modern technology emerged. Journalist W. Henry 

noted:  

It is a fact, that about a hundred years ago, such was the abundance of salmon in 
the Severn, the Humber, the Tyne, and several other English or Welch rivers. . . In 
those days they were unacquainted with the mode of preserving the fish in ice, or 
even pickling them . . .The flavor, too, of the American fish. . . is not inferior.85 
 

Henry’s description demonstrates an awareness that salmon had long been appreciated in 

Europe, so why couldn’t it be commercialized in the Pacific Northwest? With the newly 

developed preservation technologies allowing fish to be efficiently canned, fishermen 

began efforts to construct canneries along the Pacific Northwest coast.  

The first men to establish and popularize the Chinook salmon cannery in the 

Pacific Northwest were three fishermen from the east coast, brothers George, William, 

and Andrew Hapgood. In 1866, having decimated salmon stocks on the east coast, they 

sought a new population of fish to can. Chinook, in particular, were desirable as a large, 

fatty fish, and known for their reputation as the “king of fish.”86 The brothers were 

prepared to maximize profit by canning rather than icing fish in order to export salmon 

around the world.  

Because these newcomers were unfamiliar with the area, indigenous people 

played a crucial role in the success of early cannery operations. Fishermen initially relied 

                                                 
84 David R. Montgomery, King of Fish: The Thousand-Year Run of Salmon (USA: Westview Press, 2003), 
128. 
85 W. Henry, “Observations on the Habits of the Salmon Family,” The Albion, A Journal of News, Politics 
and Literature (1822-1876) 1, Iss. 34, (1842): 393. 
86 Anthony Netboy, The Columbia River Salmon and Steelhead Trout: Their Fight for Survival (Seattle, 
Washington: University of Washington Press, 1980), 20. 
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on them to serve as guides on the river and utilized their methods to catch the salmon.87 

Accounts of indigenous contributions, such as circular trawl nets, made their value clear:  

One or two Indians take up their position on each stage, being equipped with a 
net, circular in form, and about three feet in diameter, and from seven to eight feet 
in depth of purse, the handio, made from some tough wood, is usually fifty feet in 
length, and springy like a fly-rod.88  
 

In addition to contributing to actual fishing techniques, Native Americans, who relied on 

such fish for sustenance, also made an impression with the efficient work methods they 

utilized to prepare the fish in the cannery. Historian Dianne Newell notes: “Native 

women and young girls washed and scrubbed the butchered fish (called ‘sliming’), filled 

the cans with ‘marvelous rapidity,’ and placed them on trays for topping and cooking.”89 

By the 1870s, the success of the Hapgood cannery drew a massive crowd of 

competitors. Historian Antony Netboy notes the rapid growth of canneries in this era: 

“By 1874 there were twelve between Astoria and Portland, and by 1883 fifty-five on or 

near the Columbia, packing 630,000 cases of 48 one-pound cans valued at $3 million, 

using only Chinook.”90 There was no thought given to the numbers of Chinook harvested 

or the secondary impact on other species, such as southern residents. Rather, the primary 

concern was economic, the result being unsustainable fish harvests.  

As canneries grew increasingly profitable, newspaper accounts from the 1870s 

began to promote a fantastical version of the mighty Columbia River with its endless 

supply of salmon. The industry was viewed as the ultimate symbol of modern progress 

                                                 
87 Netboy, The Columbia River Salmon and Trout, 30-31. 
88 “The Salmon Harvest,” The Albion, A Journal of News, Politics, and Literature (1822-1876 44), Iss.19 
(1866): 218. 
89 Modern Historian Newell notes “Native women and young girls washed and scrubbed the butchered fish 
(called ‘sliming’), filled the cans with ‘marvelous rapidity,’ and placed them on trays for topping and 
cooking.” Dianne Newell, “The Rationality of Mechanization in the Pacific Salmon-Canning Industry 
before the Second World War,” The Business History Review 62, no. 4 (1988): 635.   
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and economic development, a reputation which further boosted sales. At the same time, 

such accounts begin to reveal an emerging awareness that the supply of salmon in the 

Columbia was not, in fact, endless. Yet despite this, the desire for profits prevailed. In 

1876, on the Columbia River alone, 20,000,000 pounds of salmon was harvested.91 

Newell notes that from the 1870s to the 1890s, due to the growing market for 

Chinook, canneries grew increasingly mechanized. With competition intensifying, 

operators were forced to innovate.92 Whereas production had previously utilized cans 

sealed by hand, by 1877 new technologies such as the “soldering machine” were 

designed to do the job quickly and effectively.93  According to Newell: “The 

mechanization of West Coast salmon packing plants was unmatched by any other fishery 

in the country.”94 Such rapid expansion would have dire consequences in subsequent 

decades.  

Historian Ross Coen notes that along with efficiency, the primary economic 

incentive to continue cannery operations, while ignoring ecological consequences, came 

from the lure of international trade.95 An 1876 article reinforces Coen’s analysis:  

In 1875, England took 165,600 cases of Oregon salmon; New Zealand, 2,400; 
South America, 1,5000; Australia, 14,190; and New York and the Atlantic Coast, 
some 57,571. The European demand for the canned-salmon product of Oregon is 
steadily increasing, and the cry is a constant one for more. The value of salmon as 
put up in the Columbia River alone is estimated at 2,500,000.96  
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Despite such rapid success there were clear warning signs and apprehension expressed in 

news articles.97 Yet, the fear of declining populations was generally ignored, and, with 

each successive decade, technological advancements put further stress on fish stocks. As 

early as 1883, the “filling” machine was developed, and thus manual labor was no longer 

required to fill cans.98 As production grew more efficient, Chinook declined at an even 

greater rate. By 1886, juveniles with the freshest meat continued to be the main targets, 

despite the understanding that such harvest negatively impacted salmon lifecycles.99   

Ironically, by disregarding the long-term ecological impact, canneries essentially 

wiped out their own industry. The manager of the Oregon Fish and Game Protection 

Agency in 1894 observed: “It does not require a study of the statistics to convince one 

that the salmon industry has suffered a great decline during the past decade, and that it is 

only a matter of a few years under present conditions when the Chinook of the Columbia 

will be as scarce as the beaver.”100 Despite the fact that human activity could decimate 

animal populations was fully understood, even these warnings failed to stop the 

canneries. As there was no penalty for overharvesting, the constant drive to expand and 

ever-increasing competition meant such concerns were ignored. 

By the early 1900s, canning technology had expanded to encompass the fish 

cleaning process. Thus, a machine could now butcher fish faster than ever before and 

there was no longer a need for skilled laborers.21   Yet, exacerbated by such 

advancements, the underlying problem of declining salmon numbers remained. Thus, by 
                                                 
97 O'Bannon, “Waves of Change: Mechanization in the Pacific Coast Canned-Salmon Industry. 1864-
1914,” 566. 
98 Ibid., 568 
99 Ripley Hitchcock, “A Royal Fish,” St. Nicholas; an Illustrated Magazine for Young Folks (1873-1907) 
13, Iss. 10 (1886), 739. 
100 While this had limited effectiveness, by 1914, it ultimately turned the canneries of the Columbia into 
giant processing factories. O'Bannon, “Waves of Change: Mechanization in the Pacific Coast Canned-
Salmon Industry. 1864-1914,” 572 and 577. 
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the beginning of the 20th century there was a distinct evolution in public morale. As 

scarcity could no longer be denied, the tendency to champion new technology within the 

cannery industry was replaced by an anxiety about the negative impacts of its rapid 

expansion.101 By 1908 the real possibility that Columbia River salmon could become 

extinct had become a major weight in the minds of the public:  

The tremendous drain upon the natural source of supply had been so exhausting 
that the salmon fisheries must soon have traveled the road of the mighty forests 
and the vast herds of buffalo. . . The salmon packers of the Pacific Coast have not 
considered the future. They have allowed neither for posterity nor even their own 
old age. Their sole idea has been to pack as many salmon as their effective and 
destructive fishing techniques would impound during the great runs of these fish 
through Pacific Waters;102  
 
This problem of denial persisted in subsequent decades and the Columbia River 

Chinook salmon numbers never really recovered. By merely viewing salmon populations 

as raw material, cannery operators lost sight of their decline. As salmon were not 

culturally significant to them, there was little concern for their preservation. Rather, the 

focus was on demonstrating capital and maximizing profits. While regulatory efforts 

began before the expansion of the canning industry, they were never fully enforced. This 

presented the illusion that salmon populations were being protected while, in fact, only 

profits were prioritized. 103 As Chinook stocks declined canneries replaced them with 

other salmon species. 

                                                 
101 In 1896, An article, “The Columbia River,” Scientific American (1845-1908) LXXV, (1896), 229 
praised the innovation of cannery technology which contrasts with later articles of the 1900s 
102  Daniel L. Pratt, “Farming the Seas: Preserving a Cheap Food for the People,” Outing, An Illustrated 
Monthly Magazine of Recreation (1885-1906) 52, Iss. 6 (September 1908): 643. 
103 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, “Dams: History and Purpose,” Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council, 2020, https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damshistory. 
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The Faults in Progress: Unpacking the Dams 

Alongside the development of the canning industry, dam construction also 

became a symbol of modern progress.  As early as 1886, Journalist Ripley Hitchcock 

notes: “[T]here were salmon in every river along the Atlantic coast, north of the 

Delaware. But, as fishermen became numerous, as dams were built across the rivers, and 

as the water was made impure by town and city drainage, the salmon were driven 

northward, just as the Indians were driven westward.”104 The cannery industry itself was 

the product of a “colonial” view of natural resources and dam construction was no 

different. They were built regardless of their impact on salmon populations. By 1907 

Roosevelt was discussing the need to harness the power of rivers. A commission report in 

1908 noted:  

Our river systems are better adapted to the needs of the people than those of any 
other country . . . Yet the rivers of no other civilized country are so poorly 
developed, so little used, or play so small a part in the industrial life of the nation 
as those of the United States. It is poor business to develop a river for navigation 
in such a way as to prevent its use for power, when by a little foresight it could be 
made to serve both purposes. We cannot afford needlessly to sacrifice power to 
irrigation, or irrigation to domestic water supply, when by taking thought we may 
have all three. Every stream should be used to the utmost.105 

 
The terms “civilized” and “use” are the most prominent and noteworthy. They mark a 

distinct divergence from the perspectives held by indigenous people discussed earlier. 

Rather than considering the value of the natural river as an agent integral to the health of 

the environment, the only goal was to find ways to harness, control and exploit its power. 

In this statement the view is that all water exists for the use of man. This presents a 

                                                 
104  Hitchcock, “A Royal Fish,”739. For more information about dams and displacement in the Pacific 
Northwest see: Bill Gulick, Dam Builders (Roll on Columbia), (University of New Mexico Press, 2008), 1-
368. and Joseph E. Taylor, Making Salmon: An Environmental History of the Northwest Fisheries Crisis 
(University of Washington Press, 1999), 1-488. 
105 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, “Dams: History and Purpose,” Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council, 2020, https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-history/damshistory  
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problematic narrative driven by a desire to dominate nature. Rather than working in 

concert with natural environment, the need to control it, with little regard for 

consequences ultimately had disastrous ramifications.  

Beginning in 1919, dams were installed for flood control, irrigation, and power 

amid salmon habitats throughout the Pacific Northwest. Today the United States Army 

Corp of Engineers operates the 281 hydropower dams in the Columbia River Basin. 106 

Of these, there are currently 29 whose hydroelectric power is owned and marketed by the 

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).107 All of the dams have severely restricted 

salmon passage, preventing them from spawning and decimating their populations.108 . 

Yet, commercial fishermen didn’t question their initial construction. Instead, by the 

1940s, fishermen had moved to the open ocean to find salmon. Rather than consider the 

negative consequences of dams on salmon populations and the subsequent impact on 

their livelihoods, fishermen looked for an animal to blame. They found a creature with a 

fearsome reputation: the “killer whales” native to Puget Sound, the southern resident 

orcas.  

The War on Orcas: Anger Toward Southern Residents  

Southern resident orcas had always been consuming Chinook salmon. But, given 

their early reputation as vicious beasts, they were also conveniently blamed for the loss of 

other ocean resources. By 1913, instead of being accused of killing whales, the southern 

                                                 
106 Ibid.   
107 Ibid.  
108 For more information on the effects and management of dams (specifically on the Lower Snake River) 
see the Solutions section of my thesis.  
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residents were now targeted for supposedly depleting the seal population.109  It is now 

well known that southern residents never ate either species, yet, as they were a largely 

unknown and understudied cetacean prior to the 1970s, the orcas served as a convenient 

scapegoat to justify continued colonial resource extraction.  

The continual competition and unrelenting quest to maximize salmon harvests due 

to the expansion of the canning industry led to further vilification of the species. 

Continued development and competition for food also took its toll on southern resident 

orcas. It is estimated that at least fifty southern residents were lost between the years 

1900 to 1940.110  

With World War II came rapid industrial expansion and even more pressure to 

harvest salmon. By the mid-1950s the federal government began to actually target orcas 

worldwide. Historian Jason Colby notes: “In September 1954, US soldiers armed with 

machine guns joined dozens of Icelandic fishing vessels in a coordinated assault near the 

Keglavik Naval Air Station, killing hundreds of Orcas.”111 As they were viewed as the 

world’s greatest predators, the navy even boasted about the destruction of “hundreds of 

killer whales with machine guns, rockets, and depth charges” in one of their 

magazines.112  

The outward violence aimed at the species is astounding in this day and age. Yet, 

such attitudes were generally supported by the public in the immediate postwar era. 

These targeted slaughters highlight the consequences resulting from the persistent 

erroneous perceptions of orcas that took hold in the 1800s. Not only did the naval 

                                                 
109Jason M. Colby, Orca: How We Came to Know and Love the Ocean’s Greatest Predator (New York, 
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110 Ibid., 26.   
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massacres represent an additional threat, but fishermen themselves also began to actively 

attack the species. Direct, government-sponsored extermination of orcas would continue 

until the mid-1960s. Considered pests and killers, the value of southern resident orcas as 

integral to the Pacific Northwest ecosystem was not yet recognized. National Geographic 

published a book in 1960 that capitalized on the reputation of orca as predator. An 

encyclopedia of sorts, it was entitled Wild Animals of North America. The author, A. 

Remington Kellogg, a mammologist and director of the National United States museum, 

noted:  

Masquerading in sporty black and white, the killer whale shows his true colors 
when his cavernous belly clamors for food. . . Their greed transformed the fog-
shrouded Pribilof breeding ground into islands of reeking death. International law 
at long last came to govern the harvest of ocean mammals. Too late was this 
protection to save the Sea Cow.113  
 

Viewed in this frame, orcas, including southern residents, are lumped into the category of 

cold-blooded killer. They are depicted as the primary culprit responsible for the 

decimation of all the marine mammals. They would also be held responsible for the 

decline of salmon. In each case, focusing the blame on orcas is a tactic to avoid 

acknowledging the negative impact colonization had on natural resources. Specifically, 

targeting a species that has always existed as a “monster” served to justify humans’ 

continued unregulated harvest of salmon. Kellogg even asserts that orcas are culpable for 

the decline of the sea cow, a mammal never targeted by them, but actually exterminated 

by humans. 

 Kellogg’s additional inaccurate description reflects a general ignorance regarding 

orcas: 

                                                 
113 Remington A. Kellogg (1892-1969) and National Science Library, Wild Animals of North America, 
Edited by National Geographic Book Service (Washington D.C: The National Geographic, 1960), 341. 
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An ominous black dorsal fin slices through water. Savage jaws gape. Sharp teeth 
gash white skin; then the most ferocious killer in the sea fills his belly. . .the killer 
whale is not choosy. He’ll attack almost anything that swims, including man.114 
 

Kellogg, having made up his mind they are killers, seemed disinterested in actually 

educating himself about orcas on a scientific level.  In fact, there has been no evidence of 

orcas eating men, and in fact, if Kellogg had studied their feeding habits more closely, he 

would have understood that their primary food source was salmon. Yet, for Kellogg, that 

was beyond the point. His main assertion echoed popular rhetoric. Orcas were vicious 

creatures that deserved to be targeted.  

 Kellogg went so far as to align his colonial biases with tribal legends that he did 

not fully comprehend: “Perhaps Alaskan Eskimos are right: they believe killer whales are 

wolves that have changed their form.”115 In this case, he has taken a legend from Alaskan 

Natives and applied to it the outsider’s colonial definition of predators as creatures who 

diminish resources. This belief appears to mirror a longstanding colonial hatred for orcas, 

in manner similar to the way wolves were hated.116  

Kellogg made his mentality clear. As long as orcas were predators they deserved 

to be targeted. This again reflects an ignorant and destructive colonial narrative, whereby 

if an animal competes for the same resources as humans, it is vilified and wiped out.117 

Allowing fictitious reputations to justify their vilification also represents a failure to 

acknowledge the inherent value of orcas and ignores the crucial role such predators play 

in the ecosystem. 

                                                 
114 Remington A. Kellogg, Wild Animals of North America, 390. 
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 Kellogg was not the only one to display this attitude. James Cook, in his 1963 

book titled Killer Whale, provided a similar assessment. He presented his work as a 

generalized overview of orcas, even including some scientific information such as noting 

that whales are either Baleen or Toothed.118  Yet, at the same time, he used this 

information to affirm the orca as a killer. Cook also generalized about indigenous 

perspectives:  

Usually it was not a lifelike image of the killer which appeared, as the Indians 
favored their own supernatural variations. . . All the tribes believed that these 
whales assumed human-like identities. . .To these Indians the orca was the most 
formidable and powerful of all their gods. Such a feeling among the primitive is 
understandable if we know something about the orca. 119 
 

His use of the word “primitive” dismissed indigenous beliefs and also reflects an 

insidious colonial bias. Cook’s logic was that indigenous people developed close 

relationships with the orca because of its ferocity. As an outsider, he simplified and 

generalized their ethos. Ultimately, by dismissing any closeness between orcas and 

humans as a “primitive” idea, his brief mention of indigenous views was meant to affirm 

the view of orcas as monsters.  

 Cook described the same contrived tension between orcas and fishermen that was 

constantly reinforced in various news accounts. The orca was the greatest enemy 

because:  

The killer whale is well designed for a career of destruction and mayhem. . . Most 
whales, dolphins and porpoises are peaceful creatures. . . How different the orca, 
which seems to be filled with a burning hatred!120 
 

                                                 
118 Joseph J. Cook, and William L. Wisner, Killer Whale! (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1963), 
11. 
119 Cook and Wisner, Killer Whale! 17.  
120 Cook and Wisner, Killer Whale! 20. 
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This description also parallels Cook’s depiction of the navy’s views on the potential 

threat orcas represent:  

The United States Navy is well aware of the danger to mariners from the vicious 
killer whale. In its Sailing Directions for Antarctica, a publication issued by the 
United States Navy Hydrographic Office in Washington, D.C., there is an item 
about orcas. It describes them as ‘predacious, preying upon all sea life,’ and then 
warns, ‘Will attack human beings at every opportunity.’121 
 

As federal government officials promoted the view that orcas were formidable opponents, 

public perceptions echoed this attitude. The main incentive for the government’s negative 

assessment was rooted in America’s capitalist economy based on resource extraction. 

Fishing represented a major segment of the local coastal economy. Rather than consider 

policies to develop effective and sustainable regulations on fishing, it was simpler in the 

short term to blame an oceanic species generally invisible to much of the general public.  

 Cook ended his book by recounting the near-death experience of commercial 

fishermen during an encounter with an orca. Earlier in the story the fishermen harpooned 

the whale, attacking for being a threat to fish harvests. The tale is framed as if the orca 

had no motive to follow the boat and was simply targeting the men: 

Nick Kuzin and his friends never will know why the killer whale finally decide to 
leave them alone. . . the men did not care about a reason. The most important thing to 
them was that their ordeal was over. But they have lived a story to be told over and 
over again.122 
 

In truth the whale was injured, and while it followed the boat, it was likely not interested 

in attacking the people except to defend itself. As evidenced by the fact the orca 

eventually left the men alone, it seems clear that its primary goal was survival. In this 

way the orca’s reaction was similar to that of other whales attacked by earlier whalers. 
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Yet, in this case, the orca is vilified. Thus, the story demonstrates the power of the news 

media in reinforcing the false yet formidable reputation of the orca.  

 While southern resident orcas had been categorized as killers and their ranks were 

slowly being decimated, there was also growing fascination with the species. Cook 

described the first attempt to capture a live orca in 1957. A crew attempted to capture a 

baby orca ended in failure as its family came to its defense. Thus, “The exciting prospect 

of bringing a live killer whale back to captivity vanished toward the horizon with the 

pack.”123 As the prospect of capturing an orca grew increasingly popular, public 

perceptions of orcas gradually shifted away from their earlier reputations as killers. While 

many hoped to display the orcas for museum purposes, one man had a different mission. 

Ted Griffin wanted to change the mindset surrounding them. He believed the way to do 

so would be to capture and display a live orca.  

                                                 
123 Cook, 41 
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Shifting the Tide: Namu, Shamu and Changing Public 

Perceptions of Southern Resident Orcas  

The Captivity Industry: An Overview  

Throughout the country, and even around the world, the confinement of orcas has 

attracted public attention and resulted in numerous anti-captivity movements. It was the 

capture of southern resident orcas that would spark the movement in the Pacific 

Northwest.  Southern resident orcas are a genetically distinct population of the orca 

species; thus, they have held a unique relationship with the people of the Pacific 

Northwest. As salmon, particularly Chinook, provide an essential food resource for both 

these orcas and Pacific Northwesterners, southern resident orcas are connected to the 

region and its people more than any other orcas. Today, past images of the southern 

resident orcas as villains and killers no longer prevail. Instead, a kinship and closeness 

with this dolphin has developed with many people throughout the Pacific Northwest.  

In order to understand how southern resident orcas went from being feared 

monsters to beloved animals, it is vital to examine the historical timeline of the captivity 

industry in the Pacific Northwest. While numerous modern scholars have written about 

this issue, many focus solely on the captivity industry itself in terms of economics and 

politics. Through consulting the work of historians Jason Colby and Monika Wieland 

Shields, I hope to build upon this current research to explicitly examine how such 

captivity efforts directly led to a shift in public attitudes.  

As the current captivity industry is more commodified, and differs greatly from 

the historical industry, it is important to examine its emergence. While the capture and 
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display of the southern resident orcas has been a widely debated topic in the Pacific 

Northwest, initially the idea of capturing these great beasts was met with excitement and 

awe. While it is now evident that orcas separated from their pods and placed in tanks 

generally do not thrive in captivity, if some southern resident orcas had never been 

captured, their fearsome reputation as killers would have likely persisted. 

By the 1960s, since a literal naval war had been declared on orcas, the very 

survival of the species would depend on a shift in public attitudes. Without the early 

captivity industry, southern residents would have remained simply another group of 

vicious, unfeeling killers in the minds of the non-indigenous public. Thus, they likely 

would have been dismissed as simply another predator and wiped out by fishermen. 

Ironically, it was the early captivity industry that successfully educated aquarium visitors 

about the complex and even caring nature of southern resident orcas.  

Newman: Profit and Moby Doll  

While Canadian Murray Newman was the first to successfully capture an orca in 

1964, (Moby Doll) he did so with the goal of specimen collection.124  Moby Doll ended 

up becoming a celebrity during his brief life, yet Newman viewed the orca purely in 

economic terms. Initially caught as a means for scientific study and museum display, 

Moby Doll’s survival sparked confusion among the public. Historian Jason Colby notes: 

“As Newman and his staff worked to keep the animal alive, news of Vancouver’s captive 

whale made headlines around the world. . . observers marveled that the killer whale, 

presumed to be vicious, made no move to attack its captors.” 125 While Moby Doll only 

survived for about two months, his captivity marked the beginning of the shift in public 
                                                 
124 Colby, Orca: How We Came to Know and Love the Ocean’s Greatest Predator, 54.  
125 Ibid., 58  
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perceptions. Moby Doll demonstrated that the public could connect emotionally with the 

orcas. He even shifted the mentality of Newman himself: “I loved that whale. . . I don’t 

want any pictures taken of the corpse. . . It would be like photographing the body of your 

poor old maiden aunt.”126 When Moby Doll’s life ended, even Newman, a man initially 

driven by profit, was saddened by the death of his whale. His connection arose first from 

familiarity which evolved into a newfound closeness to the orca. It was this kinship that 

Ted Griffin would try and build upon in his quest to capture a southern resident orca.  

Griffin: Namu Feels, Namu Communicates, Namu is Just Like Us  

In the 1960s animal lover and owner of the Seattle Aquarium, Ted Griffin was 

fascinated by southern resident orcas. He did not want to kill them; rather, he wanted to 

learn more about them. While Murray Newman was the first to capture a southern 

resident orca, it was Griffin, who truly hoped to save the species. While Newman sought 

to commodify orcas in Canada, ultimately Griffin’s purpose ran deeper.  

Upon hearing about the fearsome reputation of the orca and the active targeting of 

the species by both fishermen and the government, Griffin set out to capture a whale.  In 

response to a fisherman telling him orcas were vicious, Griffin writes “I was unwilling to 

change my view, that I could befriend any animal.”127 He recognized the need to change 

the negative reputation of orcas as monsters. Upon witnessing the behavior of southern 

residents and studying their habits firsthand, Griffin eventually understood that southern 

residents were more than a pest or a commodity.  

Initially, Griffin was drawn to the orca’s initial reputation as killer: “My appetite 

for facts about Orcinus orca behavior was insatiable. I had to discover the true nature of 
                                                 
126 Ibid., 66 

127  4 Ted Griffin, Namu: Quest for The Killer Whale, (Seattle: Gryphon West Publishers, 1982), 7. 
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the leviathan. Was a killer whale so directed by instinct that it could never be tamed?”128 

Yet these preconceived notions did not diminish his curiosity nor his desire to actually 

learn about the southern resident orcas. Rather, it led him to breakthrough scientific 

discoveries and the eventual realization that southern resident orcas were in fact 

intelligent, caring beings. After routinely interacting with orcas during capture attempts, 

Griffin realized that southern residents also displayed tight knit social bonds. 129 He also 

began to understand that there were distinct local southern resident pods and tracked 

individual migration patterns.130  

Griffin truly thought of the southern residents as friends:  

I regarded the intrepid killer whale as the ultimate animal companion, believing 
them gentle and sensitive because they nursed and protected their young; yet 
another side of their personality trouble me, the wolf pack behavior. 
Unmistakably they are deadly predators. Rather than fear that quality, I viewed 
their discretionary behavior as indicative of intelligence.131  
 

Through basic observation, without being a scientific expert, Griffin came to understand 

the logic of orcas. He found they were not, as so many believed, evil creatures.  

Having changed his views, Griffin now needed to prove to the public that 

southern resident orcas were not killers. His chance would come in 1965, when Namu, a 

male killer whale, was accidentally captured by fishermen in British Columbia.132  At this 

point, Griffin was in debt having tried unsuccessfully to capture an orca for four years. 

Upon realizing he could have one, Griffin notes: 

Close to tears searching for the right words, I confronted one of the whales’ 
captors on the cannery wharf, “I want a killer whale more than you can imagine. 
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It’s my lifelong ambition. If for any reason you are unable to find a buyer please 
phone me anytime, day or night, collect; here is my number.”133 
 

Griffin was lucky, since Namu’s sibling, the most desired, small orca calf, had escaped 

the net. Thus, he could successfully compete in a smaller bidding war for the larger 

Namu, Griffin paid 5,000 dollars, going further in debt to acquire Namu.134  The tricky 

part would be transporting the whale to Seattle via waterways. Getting him to follow a 

designated path and not return to his family pod would require a lot of maneuvering. 

Throughout this journey Seattle’s newspapers praised Griffin’s acquisition of Namu and 

locals began to eagerly track the whale’s passage. Namu merchandise was even being 

sold prior to his arrival.135 Excitement grew at the prospect of being able to see a killer 

whale firsthand. In 1965, Namu finally made it. Griffin notes: “During those eighteen 

days in July of 1965, Namu traveled four hundred miles. Finally he was in local 

waters.”136  

Namu became a celebrity of the Pacific Northwest. The mayor of Seattle 

exclaimed: 

“In the course of the last month, Namu has become a part of the life of millions of 
people around the world. As the best-known resident of Settle’s waterfront, Namu 
will be a source of wonder and enjoyment for everyone. As a major tourist 
attraction, Namu could well become the spark which Seattle needs to begin work 
on our Waterfront Development Plan.”137 
 

Griffin’s relationship with Namu deepened. He was able to ride the whale as well as 

swim with it. This began to change mentalities surrounding orcas. Jim Haplin, a writer 

from the Seattle magazine noted: 
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While Griffin is guarded and sometime curt with human beings, he is joyous and 
talkative with Namu. Incredibly, his love is reciprocated. . . Whale riding, once 
you get over the initial terror, beats horseback riding all hallow. The whale is not 
only a lot smarter than a horse but far more concerned for your safety.138 
 

Namu clearly was no monster. Rather, he was seen as a caring and intelligent animal. 

Locals immediately embraced the orca and praised Griffin. Local Ralph Munro, a 

graduate student at Western Washington University said of Griffin: “He was a hero. . . he 

was a guy who got this killer whale.”139 In this way, Namu became Seattle’s own killer 

whale. Everyone wanted a Namu button or T-Shirt. Eventually, Namu became so popular 

that a film on his life was released in 1966.140  Through glowing press accounts and live 

demonstrations, the public began to view Namu as a gentle creature, dismantling previous 

biases against orcas as monsters.   

Namu also inspired new scientific interest in tracking and monitoring orcas.141 

Griffin discovered Namu only liked Chinook salmon. Observing that Namu was not 

completely satisfied in captivity Griffin worked to keep him occupied.142 Griffin even 

tried to get Namu a female friend, Shamu, but the two whales fought, and he sold Shamu 

to Sea World in California.143 Ultimately, when Namu died from an infection after only 

11 months of captivity, the entire city and the Pacific Northwest mourned. Griffin notes: 

Parents told me their children were shocked to learn of Namu’s unexpected death; 
they had cried and cried over the loss of their friend. I empathized with them, 
knowing how they suffered and felt remorse for having encouraged others to 
identify with the whale. Some had loved him as I had. 144 
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Ted Griffin and Namu had created a revolution: “Clearly public attitudes were changing. 

For the most part killer whales were no longer ignored, nor feared, nor shot for sport.”145 

In this way, orcas were becoming inextricably linked to the Pacific Northwest. The 

inherent closeness between humans and orcas was starting to be recognized. Southern 

residents would no longer be swept into the simple category of orca, rather Griffin’s 

interactions with Namu would pave the way for the creatures to be considered cultural 

staples.  

 Griffin began his quest with noble intentions. He hoped to save a species, yet even 

he was swayed by financial profits. Colby notes that by 1971: “Griffin had begun his 

pursuit of orcas out of a desire to connect, but somewhere along the line it had become 

about money, and he hadn’t felt like himself in a long time.”146 Griffin himself was tired 

of the competition, and did not know how to stop the tide of commodification overtaking 

the captivity industry. The increased markets for capture in the 1970s would eventually 

give rise to a new advocacy on behalf of the southern residents.  

Local Advocacy: The Anti-Captivity Movement  

While public sentiment for orcas grew and the captivity industry became more 

and more commodified, the southern resident orca population was decimated. About 

seventy southern resident orcas were taken into captivity from 1967 to 1971.147  Yet, 

ultimately it was due to these live captures that the public developed a relationship with 

the species. Having the opportunity to view an orca up close allowed people to come to 
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the growing realization that these dolphins were a unique, caring, and compassionate 

species.  

Ultimately, the public recognized that southern resident orca’s family units were 

not that different than those of humans.  As a result, locals began to question the 

commodification of such beautiful creatures. The southern resident orca’s reputations had 

transitioned from killer monster to compassionate friends and they were deemed an 

inherent part of the Pacific Northwest culture.  

As the 1970s dawned,  the southern residents were now viewed as a cultural 

staple and some locals began to demand their freedom from captivity. This emerging 

anti-captivity movement was the first instance where the general public had begun to 

advocate on behalf of the orcas. The Pen Cove Roundup which took place in 1970 further 

shifted perspectives regarding captivity. The roundup was led by Ted Griffin and his 

successor Don Goldsberry who sought to satisfy over fifteen marine partners by 

supplying them with killer whales. They found their opportunity when the entire southern 

resident population gathered in a super pod.148 Historian Jason Colby notes: “Penn Cove 

tipped the political scale, transforming orca capture into a symbol for environmental 

destruction.”149  

Rather than targeting a single orca, the Penn Cove Roundup was a mass harvest. 

Historian Monika Weiland Shields notes that at one point Ted Griffin and his new partner 

Goldsberry had rounded up the entire southern resident population (around eighty orcas).  

As the scale was so large, the attempt at the live capture of so many orcas generated a 

fierce public backlash. A mother spoke of her experience: “It was like a prison camp. . .It 
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was one of the most horrible things I’ve ever witnessed in my life.”150 Far from the initial 

awe and amazement at seeing orcas, a backlash emerged in sympathy for the plight of 

southern resident orcas. This public response demonstrated that rather than being 

“monsters,” the orcas were viewed as friends.  

Out of the 80 orcas captured, eight were selected for captivity. By this time, the 

news that many orcas had been killed during the roundup and that Griffin and his 

associates had tried to hide their deaths was public knowledge.151  The resultant outcry 

was so great that the state officials were forced to act. In August of 1971 the Washington 

State Legislature passed a law that required permits for the capture of killer whales. In 

1972 the federal Marine Mammal Protection Act provided additional protections to 

prevent the capture of any marine mammal without permission.152 Yet these early laws 

had many loopholes, and thus were largely ineffective.  

It was clear that the southern resident orcas needed further protection, so locals 

took advocacy into their own hands. One such individual was Howard Garrett, who 

worked with his half-brother to learn more about these beautiful creatures. Inspired by 

Lolita, a southern resident who had been moved to Miami in the Penn Cove roundup, 

Garrett dedicated his life to advocating for southern resident orcas.153 He developed such 

a passion for the species that when a 1982 Canadian permit was obtained to capture 

southern residents, he organized a campaign allying with Greenpeace to stop this 

capture.154  
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153 Shields, “The Capture Era,” 157.  
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The involvement of international organizations and local parties reflected a 

significant change in attitudes and activism. Local efforts to protect the orcas, supported 

by large scale environmental entities like Greenpeace, focused on dismantling the 

captivity industry and preserving their habitat. The capture of orcas for profit had become 

a symbol of mankind’s negative impact the environment. 155 The 1970s, marked a period 

of increased environmental awareness; the plight of southern resident orcas became 

entwined with advocacy groups. Thus, individual whales like Lolita, emerged as 

powerful symbols to rally behind.   

 Public advocacy increased due to the growing popularity of oceanic recreational 

activities in the 1980s, including whale watching.  As the public engaged in marine based 

activities, the orcas became an increasingly familiar sight, and deeper connections 

developed. Northwest local Graeme Ellis in British Columbia described this growing 

relationship with orcas: “Once the whales became individuals with labels and pods, 

people there began thinking about them as ‘our whales.’”156  As people recognized 

individual orcas their affection and connection to the animals grew. Emerging science on 

the southern resident population also helped hasten the public’s fascination with these 

creatures.  

New Science, New Familiarity  

As the public appreciation for southern resident orcas increased, new science also 

emerged. For the first time, the southern resident orcas were being considered as a 

genetically distinct sub-species. The anti-captivity protests of the early 1970s fueled a 
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desire among scientists to better understand the southern resident orcas. Finally, their 

habits were being observed and their migrations were tracked. 

In 1976 Ken Balcomb would be the first to conduct an orca survey funded by the 

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) in Washington. 157 He found that only 71 

southern residents (out of an estimated 200) remained.158 During this initial campaign 

Balcomb and his team also discovered that these whales stayed only within the Pacific 

Northwest waters. Furthermore, they displayed a distinct migration pattern, spending the 

summers in the San Juan Islands and fall in Puget Sound. Balcomb also discovered they 

resided in three small pods.159 

Balcomb’s research team moved to the San Juan Islands where they established 

The Whale Museum in 1979. The museum, run by local volunteers, was dedicated to 

scientific understanding of cetaceans, including an orca survey. By 1986, Balcomb had 

established the Center for Whale Research and formalized the annual in-field southern 

resident orca survey. Every year Balcomb and his team would photograph and track the 

southern resident orcas. The Center for Whale Research also partnered with Earthwatch 

and immersed the public in its discoveries about southern residents. 160 

Balcomb and his team witnessed firsthand that southern resident orcas were not 

suited for captivity and sought to educate others about the importance of freeing those in 

captivity. One of the most influential actions taken by the Center for Whale Research was 

naming each individual southern resident. This demonstrated to the public that these 

creatures were more than simple commodities, they had names and faces. Giving them 
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recognizable identities was also viewed as the ultimate resistance to their 

commodification by the captivity industry. By the 1990s locals were given the 

opportunity to “adopt” and name the new southern resident orcas themselves.  

While the scientific foundations established by Balcomb emerged as a direct 

reaction against the captivity industry, it also made these whales increasingly relatable to 

the minds of the public. His actions led to the 1994 establishment of the Pacific Whale 

Watch Association. This group was dedicated to observing orcas without harming them. 

Out of these organizations a whale-focused eco-tourism industry emerged which allowed 

the public to witness orcas in their natural habitat firsthand.  Some tourists even traveled 

to the Pacific Northwest specifically for the opportunity to observe southern resident 

orcas thus solidifying the orcas as an icon of the Pacific Northwest.  

The early science dismantling the false stereotype that southern resident orcas 

were vicious monsters was a crucial. Without it, anti-captivity sentiment would not have 

been as strong, and the southern residents may not have survived. Additionally, whale 

watching as a means to witness southern residents up close would likely not be as 

popular. While boat traffic does interfere with the orca’s echolocation, whale watching 

established the strong ties the public has with the southern resident orcas today.  

Long-Term Impact: The Captivity Industry Today  

Due to large scale capture in the 1970s, many southern resident orcas were taken 

away from the Pacific Northwest and placed in aquariums throughout the country. In 
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total, almost seventy southern residents were taken into captivity reducing the wild 

population down to 71 whales in 1976.161  

Despite local backlash, the captivity industry continued for over 50 years with 

little effective resistance until the release of the documentary Blackfish in 2013. This film 

brought to light the large-scale decimation of orca populations due to the captivity 

industry. After numerous protests, in 2016 Sea World agreed to “phase out” the orca 

performances due to The Orca Welfare and Safety Act.162 In 2019 Canada passed a ban 

on all whales and dolphins in captivity.163 While the United States still does not have an 

official ban, the southern residents are no longer captured for commercial gain. Overall 

bans are difficult to implement because they would involve uprooting the lives of orcas 

already in captivity who cannot be released. Canada is currently debating the 

management of whales and dolphins that remain in captivity. In October of 2019, 

TripAdvisor in the United States banned the selling of tickets to both dolphin and whale 

shows. Newly established limits on captivity allowed the population to increase to 96-98 

individuals in the 1990s. Unfortunately, captivity is just one threat. For southern resident 

orcas the main problem remains: there is not enough Chinook salmon. In order for the 

orca to thrive in Pacific Northwest waters, it is crucial to find appropriate collaborative 

solutions to restore salmon populations.  
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Solutions: Federal, Tribal and Individual Interests 

Overview 

Aside from the 1972 Marine Mammal Protection Act, (MMPA), there were no 

federal protections specifically for southern resident orcas until 2003. The MMPA 

protected all marine mammals by “prohibiting the taking” of marine mammals. “Taking” 

supposedly included capture and harvesting, but orcas were still rounded up for captivity 

under permit.164 The first census of southern resident orcas in 1973 determined that there 

were only 63 orcas left in the population. When, due to public protest in the 1970s, the 

captivity industry stopped taking southern resident orcas, it appeared as if the population 

would permanently recover.165 By 1995, southern resident orca numbers had increased by 

48 percent since the initial survey and the population stood at 95 whales.166 Yet, salmon 

numbers were still an issue, and by 2005, the number of southern resident orcas dropped 

to 82 whales. It was only then that when the United States federal government finally 

listed southern resident orcas as an endangered species.167 However, designating these 

orcas as an endangered species ultimately did little to halt population declines  

Beginning in 2011, the number of southern resident orcas began to fall rapidly 

and as of 2020 includes only 72 orcas.168 While the population has been affected by boat 
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traffic and pollution, the primary reason for such dramatic decline is due to a lack of 

food, specifically Chinook salmon.  Given that 80% of their diet is Chinook, if wild 

salmon is not available, these orcas will disappear. Southern residents have been blamed 

for consuming Chinook salmon, but it was a combination of commercial harvest, dam 

construction and habitat destruction due to industrialization that triggered the initial 

decline in the salmon population and led to Chinook salmon being listed as a threatened 

species in 1999. While this designation reduced the number of harvested salmon by 30 

percent, and initially increased the population numbers by an equal amount, it was not 

enough to mitigate the myriad of growing threats.  In 2010 the Environmental Protection 

Agency reported that Chinook salmon had declined by 60 percent since 1984.169 Chinook 

salmon numbers continue to decline due to an increase in water temperature, continued 

commercial harvesting, and dam construction. The latter is particularly troubling since 55 

percent of the habitat has been lost due to this.170 

Successful efforts to restore Chinook salmon population and saving southern 

resident orcas requires participation from a large variety of interest groups, including 

federal and state government officials, scientists, tribal members, commercial fishermen 

and local and environmental activists. The primary issue with such collaborations are that 

each group possesses differing economic, cultural or political motivations for conserving 

salmon. While it may seem an impossible task, effective communication and teamwork is 
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essential to the survival of both southern resident orcas and the Chinook salmon they 

depend upon.  

Despite divergent interests and numerous heated debates, the numbers are so 

alarming that all parties now agree that it is vital to save both species as they are 

irreplaceable assets to the Pacific Northwest. While the disparate parties still disagree as 

to solutions, all are focused on finding a path forward to restore both populations.  These 

two species are irreplaceable icons and now is the time to act. Effective solutions may 

require sacrificing short-term economic gain for long-term species survival. In order to 

find a path forward and reach consensus, it is useful to understand both the interests and 

the contributions the various entities involved.  

Government Advocacy and Federal Scientific Studies  

The primary United States federal agencies involved in developing protective 

legislation for the southern resident orcas and chinook salmon are the National Marine 

Fisheries Service (NMFS), which is a branch of the National Oceanic Atmospheric 

Association (NOAA), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). While the 

implementation of regulatory laws and protections has had varying levels of success, 

these federal organizations have been responsible for funding vital research into the 

recovery of both southern resident orcas and Chinook salmon.  

 In 2014, NOAA conducted a follow up study regarding the newfound protections 

for southern resident orcas established in 2004 when they were classified as an 

endangered species. Essentially, by being considered an endangered species, southern 

resident orcas could not be “taken” without a permit. Additionally, it was determined that 

southern resident orcas needed a designated critical habitat, and NOAA was tasked with 
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their recovery efforts. A 2014 report examined the new information about the behavior 

and biology of the southern resident orcas achieved through careful research and 

collaboration. The research projects summarized in the report were funded by Congress 

and included partnerships with marine mammal museums and individual researchers.171  

 One key piece of information that emerged from the report was a historical 

examination of population numbers. Prior to the 1960s, it was estimated that the 

population was around 140 dolphins.172 By 2013, even after the implementation of the 

Endangered Species Act, the population stood at 82 orcas. The initial recovery plan 

instituted in 2008 centered on learning more about the orcas themselves. It was 

discovered that southern residents prefer Chinook salmon, migrate along the West Coast 

before wintering in the Salish Sea, and spend a large amount of their time in Puget 

Sound.173 It also became known that southern residents were, in fact, a distinct sub-group 

of orca, genetically unique.174 NOAA efforts emphasized collaboration early on, 

particularly communication with Canadian management systems.175 A total of 15.7 

million dollars was dedicated to southern resident research between 2003-2012. During 

this time NOAA assisted with stranded orcas and worked with the Canadian government 

to implement changes.  

 In 2006, NOAA designated critical habitat for the southern resident orca 

population. They determined that this habitat includes the Haro Straight, The San Juan 
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Islands, the Puget Sound area, and the Strait of Juan De Fuca. They have since petitioned 

to expand this range into the open ocean.176 

 

 

Figure 1: A 2006 designation of Critical habitat. Fishing was not halted in this habitat, 
but it did emphasize the essential range of southern resident orcas. (NOAA, “10 Years of 
Research Southern Resident Killer Whales and Conservation,” NOAA, Image. 15). 
 

One of the weaknesses with this report was that only 9 percent of the research 

being conducted was focused on the prey of southern residents. As southern residents had 

been understudied and vilified, the majority of the initial research was dedicated solely to 
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interpreting migration patterns.177 Additionally, proposed measures listed in the report 

such as limitations on fishing gear and harvest of salmon are intentionally vague. There is 

no explicit mention of stopping or limiting Chinook salmon commercial harvests 

specifically.178 One of the main solutions presented is “Protective measures for salmon 

habitat, populations, and hatchery operations.”179 This strategy focuses on artificial 

salmon production via hatcheries rather than explicit limitations on salmon harvests. 

While manufacturing fish in hatcheries may seem viable, in practice, such efforts have 

actually further decimate wild salmon populations.180 

Given that NOAA ultimately relies on federal funding, there is a tendency to 

ignore the large-scale human impact on salmon numbers, in favor of economic gain. In 

2012, a panel of scientists were employed by NOAA to assess fishery impacts and 

concluded:  “that at a broad scale, salmon abundance will likely influence the recovery of 

the whales, but that there was a great deal of uncertainty about whether current fisheries 

remove enough salmon to have a meaningful influence on the whales’ status.”181 Yet, if 

the historical analysis reveals anything, it is that the commercial harvests of Chinook 

salmon decimated the population. Thus, in order for both species to survive, it is vital to 

acknowledge that fishing must be regulated.  

Despite an unwillingness to modify commercial fishing beyond the establishment 

of hatcheries, NOAA did designate essential research projects that were key to 
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understanding the southern resident orca population. They funded the collection of 

southern resident census data from 2003-2013 to help establish them as a unique 

population. Yet, federal funding ultimately mandates that specific economic obligations 

be considered and, unfortunately, these are often influenced by political ulterior motives. 

In order to qualify for funding, NOAA must work with groups deeply invested in salmon 

as economic resources. Thus, the nature of their solutions for southern resident orcas is 

driven by these economic considerations. 

Despite such restrictions, NOAA made some progress toward restoring Chinook 

salmon populations. In 2000, the Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund was approved 

by Congress.182 This fund allocated 1.4 billion to state governments and tribal members 

to work on salmon restoration projects. These projects focus on habitat restoration, but 

once again are careful not to interfere with the commercial fishing industry. A 2012 

NOAA report emphasized the possibility that southern residents could switch to other 

salmon species if Chinook are not available.183 Yet, the continued decline of southern 

resident orcas says otherwise. 

In 2016, NOAA released a report detailing the priority actions for southern 

resident orcas between 2016-2020. One of the primary goals was to promote the recovery 

of their prey population. The option considered most likely to restore the Chinook salmon 

populations was to promote NMFS research efforts regarding diet and implement more 
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hatcheries.184 By focusing purely on current scientific research and statistics, any 

historical context and subsequent lessons learned are overlooked. While such research is 

helpful, it cannot stand alone as both of these solutions are short term and not sustainable.  

 In 2018 NOAA released a report centered on Chinook salmon stocks which 

focused on identifying which specific populations were important for the southern 

resident orca populations. The report states: 

Each Space/time area described above, if more than 25% of the Chinook stock is 
distributed in that area, the area receives a sub-score of 2. . . The Salish Sea and 
coastal waters off WA have a 0.5 weight. The areas off British Columbia, 
OR/North CA and CA have a 0.25 weight. This structure means that the areas of 
highest SRKW (Southern Resident Killer Whale) use – the Salish Sea and coastal 
WA – are treated as twice as important as the other areas.185  
 
The jargon used in scientific reports like this, while useful to experts, does not 

provide a clear picture as to the extent of the interaction between commercial fisheries 

and southern resident orcas. In fact, such scientific papers are deliberately designed to be 

confusing making it difficult for interested parties, including the public, to digest. One 

has no idea of the precise weight scale they are using. While they determine the accurate 

geographic area for southern resident orcas as near the Salish sea, the report provides no 

specific recommendation to alter commercial fishing harvests to improve salmon 

populations.  

NOAA has designated the Pacific Fisheries Management Council (established in 

1976) to manage Chinook Salmon populations on a federal level in the Pacific Northwest. 

Each year the council modifies a Pacific Coast Salmon Plan. They base their assessment 
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on previous fishing numbers for the past season and determine recommendations for the 

next. The mission, as listed,  is: “to allow fishermen to harvest the maximum amount of 

salmon that will support the fishery while preventing overharvest of the resource and 

ensuring that salmon populations with low abundance can rebuild.”186 As the commercial 

fishing industry remains integral to the economy of the Pacific Northwest, progress 

toward developing an effective recovery effort for Chinook salmon has been a slow 

process.  

While specific Chinook populations have been prioritized, the protections are 

ultimately limited by economic interests. While NOAA funds and directs vital research 

on southern residents, there are drawbacks to utilizing such a clinical approach to 

studying these orcas. By not providing context into the historical declines of both fish and 

orcas, overall statistics provided by NOAA research make the population declines of 

southern residents appear less significant. Yet, by examining history, it is evident that 

commercial harvests have long been a factor in southern resident orca declines.  

The EPA has also collected the data from NOAA and is educating the public 

about ways to help the southern resident orca population. Their efforts have included 

collaborations with NOAA and the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans, (The 

DFO/MPO), to “reevaluate” the salmon fishery and orca populations. This assessment 

centers on researching southern resident orca patterns rather than Chinook salmon. The 

EPA is also evaluating effects of vessel noise and developing an emergency response 

plan for oil spills that could impact the orcas. Ultimately, while the EPA is providing 

important educational insight, they are also limited by economic interests, as well as 
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federal political interests. Given the current actions to undermine and disband the EPA in 

the era of Donald Trump, this agency is more limited than ever before.187 While the EPA 

tries to encourage the public to eat sustainably, avoid boating practices that disturb orcas, 

etc. it has no ability to regulate behavior in terms of federal laws.  

Ultimately, federal research, while valuable, cannot be the only source of 

information accessible to the public. Filled with economic and scientific jargon, these 

reports fail to fully address the urgency of restoring the populations of both southern 

resident orcas and Chinook salmon. As federal agencies that rely on government funding, 

they have their own biases and motivations that are primarily economic. Such economic 

incentives are also politicized. Thus, if we are to develop a long-term solution, other 

stakeholders must be heard. This involves first understanding regulations at the state 

level.  

Management in Washington State: The Southern Resident Orca Task Force  

As southern residents spend the majority of the year in and around Puget Sound, it 

is important to understand the current protective legislation implemented by Washington 

state. On March 14th, 2018, Washington State Governor Jay Inslee signed an executive 

order that acknowledged southern residents as “iconic and treasured species in 

Washington and throughout the Pacific Northwest.”188 Such a statement marks a dramatic 

shift from earlier descriptions of these same orcas as monsters. In outlining explicit 

protections, Inslee pointed to the fact that southern resident orcas are a cultural staple for 
                                                 
187 For more information on the removal of endangered species rights during the Trump era see: Lisa 
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anyone tied to the Pacific Northwest. He went as far to assert: “If southern residents were 

to become extinct, we would suffer an unacceptable loss to our environment, economy, 

and way of life.”189 The governor’s words affirm and acknowledge the southern resident 

orcas as a unique sub species that cannot be replaced. As whale watching expeditions 

contribute to the economy, locals have also come to know these orcas. Once feared 

monsters, these dolphins have now become an irreplaceable and symbolic emblem of the 

Pacific Northwest. Inslee’s order also acknowledges the inevitable tie between Chinook 

salmon and southern resident orcas.  

The governor emphasized immediate solutions, but also stressed the importance 

of long-term ones. Inslee instructed the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife 

(WDFW) in partnership with the Salmon Recovery office to designate the “highest 

priority areas” for Chinook salmon by July of 2018. By April, he instructed the WDFW 

to further restrict vessel traffic and tightened regulation of Chinook fisheries. Part of this 

solution was collaborative: “I ask our tribal co-managers, and international and federal 

fisheries managers to work directly with WDFW and its Commission in developing 

recommendations for implementing this action.”190 The issue with this partnership is that 

tribal members are ultimately given limited authority compared to federal agencies.191 

Inslee’s executive order also established the 2018 Southern Resident Killer Whale 

Task Force which established efforts to provide long-term solutions through a “long-term 

action plan.”192 The task force include representatives from federal, tribal and local 
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governments and was directed to provide a report detailing actions to save the southern 

resident orcas. It was set to disband in 2019 after writing up the progress on saving 

southern resident orcas. 193 

The 2018 task force cited lack of Chinook salmon as a primary reason for 

southern resident orca decline. They highlight the complexities of the loss of Chinook 

salmon, by asserting it is due to: “habitat [loss], forage fish, hydropower, predation, 

harvest and hatcheries.”194 The task force notes the urgency in saving these orcas: 

The extinction of these orcas would be an unacceptable loss. They are an essential 
component of our broader marine ecosystem, serving as an indicator of the health 
of our waters. If these creatures — the mammals who inhabit the top of the food 
chain — are unable to survive, it portends trouble for the rest of the inhabitants of 
this region. Their extinction would also be an irreplaceable cultural loss as these 
orcas are beloved and hold significant value as an iconic and treasured species in 
Washington and throughout the Pacific Northwest. The orcas have vital cultural 
and spiritual importance to many sovereign tribal nations. Inaction is not an 
option. Swift and bold near-term actions and effective long-term actions are 
urgently needed to not only help secure a healthy and sustained Southern Resident 
orca population, but also the entire ecosystem we depend upon. . . Action to 
recover the Southern Residents must be taken at all levels across boundaries and 
including governments and individuals throughout the region.195 

The task force had the correct initial concept of collaboration. Regarding prey recovery, 

they asserted that humans had impacted fish populations and: “Reversing the decline of 

salmon and improving their status will require commitment, sacrifice, significant 

investments and time.”196 The key here is in the concept of sacrifice. Saving southern 

residents well require forgoing short-term economic interests in favor of long-term 

species survival.  

                                                 
193 Ibid.  
194 Ibid., 5 
195 Southern Resident Orca Task Force, “Report and Recommendations,” 5. 
196 Ibid., 16.  
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The task force identified four main components that have worsened salmon 

decline: Habitat, Hatcheries, Hydropower, and Harvest.197 All of these issues began with 

human interference. With regard to habitat destruction, they note: “In addition to effects 

of urbanization, transportation, agriculture, logging, mining and other forms of land use, 

many rivers have been straightened, diked and cleared of complex habitat features.” 198 

Essentially, human development has reduced the spawning habitat for salmon in the 

Pacific Northwest. In addition to the reduction of physical territory, salmon also faced 

more polluted waters as well as physical barriers in the form of dams. If salmon cannot 

spawn, new populations cannot be produced, and thus the population has declined 

dramatically.  

One of the short-term solutions proposed has been hatcheries, but they have had 

varying success in restoring salmon populations. Also, hatcheries come with their own set 

of problems that, in fact, may be causing greater harm to salmon populations. The task 

force notes that hatchery fish are often less “fit” and do not have as much reproductive 

success as wild salmon. Additionally, they impact the gene pool, lowering genetic 

diversity. In addition, hatchery fish compete with wild populations of juvenile salmon, 

and diminish wild stocks.199 If hatcheries are to be successful, the task force cautions that 

they must be carefully managed and regulated to effectively support, rather than hinder, 

wild stocks. 

One of the major obstacles to salmon success has been the dams that were initially 

constructed in the 1960s. Many of these produce electricity at the cost of salmon survival.  

The dams create physical barriers that block salmon access to spawning sites and make it 

                                                 
197 Ibid., 18. 
198 Ibid., 17. 
199 Southern Resident Orca Task Force, “Report and Recommendations,” 18. 
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more physically demanding, sometimes impossible, for salmon to return to their native 

streams to spawn. Salmon will not choose nonnative rivers and require clear passage to 

return to their original birth site. In the Columbia River alone, 55 percent of spawning 

habitat for Chinook salmon is blocked by dams. As many of these dams supply 

electricity, it’s not feasible to remove some of them. In fact, the task force does not even 

suggest removal as an option. Instead they offer solutions that improve fish passage such 

as fish ladders, and trap and haul (where fish are taken and driven past dams). This is 

likely because dams appear to be untouchable since they provide jobs, are symbols of 

American “progress,” and supply electricity.200  

The final threat is the lack of adult Chinook salmon due to harvests. Mature fish 

are often captured before being able to spawn. The historical commercial fishing industry 

has already decimated salmon populations, which means that the existing stocks must be 

heavily managed.201 For the task force, such “management” does not mean disbanding an 

industry which provides both jobs and food resources. Rather, it refers to reduced quotas 

and harsher regulations as proposed solutions. Unfortunately, this approach does not 

appear to go far enough, as there are often loopholes found within such regulations. In 

2017.  1,337,301 Chinook salmon were taken by commercial fisheries in the Pacific 

Northwest and of these 62 percent were used by the United States fishing industry. 

Clearly the designation of Chinook as an endangered species has done little to halt 

harvests placing further stress on an increasingly threatened population.  

                                                 
200 For more expansion see the thesis section on environmental groups: Southern Resident Orca Task Force, 
“Report and Recommendations,” 21. 
201 Ibid., 22  
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The task force also mentions predation by other marine mammals, such as seals 

and sea lions, as a threat to the Chinook populations.202 Citing such animals as threats has 

problematic implications. These animals have always been present in these waters and 

blaming them for recent Chinook salmon declines simply serves to excuse the role 

humans have played in declining salmon populations. By directing blame in this manner, 

the sea lion serves as a scapegoat for man’s excesses just as southern resident orcas did in 

the past. Competition in the food chain between these marine mammals and the southern 

residents has always existed, so the restorative efforts should focus on ways to mitigate 

the four human-caused reasons for salmon decline. 

The proposed recommendations also involved more federal funding for salmon 

restoration without disbanding fishing practices. The task force initially emphasized 

collaboration, yet the primary motivation is monetary. Thus, while their goal is to save 

the southern residents, the solutions cannot involve too much of an economic sacrifice. 

Another proposed remedy was rebuilding habitats for fish and creating more fishing 

restrictions. The agency uses passive phrasing such as: “Strengthen legislation, agency 

rules, or agency internal policies, where appropriate, for Ecology and WDFW to better 

protect Chinook and forage fish.”203 This type of language, specifically the term “when 

appropriate,” makes regulations for protection Chinook appear optional. It also assures 

the public that federal agencies are trying to restore salmon populations while leaving a 

loophole to continue the harvests of Chinook. NOAA also recommend increasing 

hatchery production, despite citing issues with artificially mimicking wild salmon 

                                                 
202 Southern Resident Orca Task Force, “Report and Recommendations,” 24.  
203 Ibid., 44. 
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populations.204 They also recommend investigating marine mammals and nonnative fish 

as factors for salmon decline.205 Such focus on additional factors besides human-caused 

salmon decline obfuscates the main issue.  

Despite certain vagueness in their solutions, in 2018 the task force suggested 

considering the removal of the four federally operated lower Snake River dams (Ice 

Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, Lower Granite). While framed as a 

suggestion, their advocacy moved the debate over the Snake River dams into the public 

eye. While they had little authority to actually remove the four dams beyond proposing 

the removal to Congress, the task force findings reinforced the inefficient economic 

operation of these dams.  

The BPA argues that the lower Snake River dams have immense power benefits 

to the Pacific Northwest.206Actually, the four dams combined only generate around 9.6 

percent of their power capacity annually, while costing an average of 200 million dollars 

a year to maintain.207 Additional concerns have been raised regarding transportation of 

wheat from Lewiston to Portland, but the cost of maintaining the dam outweighs this 

benefit. While there is a short-term cost, many famers have begun diversifying their crops 

and transport routes.208 Since 2000 the use of the Snake River to transport goods has 

                                                 
204 Southern Resident Orca Task Force, “Report and Recommendations,” 46. 
205 Ibid., 53.  
206 Bonneville Power Administration BPA Fact Sheet, “Power Benefits of the Lower Snake River Dams,” 
BPA, 2009. https://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/FactSheets/fs200901-
Power%20benefits%20of%20the%20lower%20Snake%20River%20dams.pdf. 
207 Gillian Flaccus, “Feds Reject Removal of four Snake River dams in Key Report,” The Register-Guard, 
February 28,2020, https://www.registerguard.com/news/20200228/feds-reject-removal-of-four-snake-river-
dams-in-key-report. 
208 Natural Resources Defense Council, “Farmers and Salmon Advocates Agree: It’s Time to Talk About 
the Snake River Dams,” EcoWatch, January 3, 2020, https://www.ecowatch.com/snake-river-dams-
2643764317.html?rebelltitem=1#rebelltitem1. 
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declined by 70 percent.209 For those who still rely on the dam, I suggest federal 

compensation in the solutions section.  Given the immediate threat of salmon decline it is 

more urgent than ever to consider removing these costly and ineffective dams to ensure 

southern resident orca survival.    

Ultimately the Southern Resident Task Force focused their efforts on successful 

hatcheries and habitat restoration. While these solutions provide good short-term 

objectives, the primary focus should have been on restoration of wild salmon populations. 

Unfortunately, their final report in 2019 did not mention dam removal. Rather, as a 

federally funded agency, they focused on more research and subtle modifications that 

would allow the commercial fishing economy of the Pacific Northwest to thrive.  

It is clear that federal agencies have an interest in restoring the southern resident 

orca populations. Yet, in order to operate, they must secure funding that often has strings 

attached. While their reports do generally provide useful information, the scientific 

vernacular often makes it difficult for the average person to digest. Also, while the 

reports by the task force present solutions, they are generally short term. In order ensure 

survival of the southern resident orcas it is imperative to consider the bigger, long-term 

picture. To do so requires truly acknowledging and working with those who offer 

different perspectives. Thus, to be truly effective, the government should collaborate with 

tribal members as well as local environmental groups in order to restore the southern 

resident population.   

                                                 
209 EarthJustice, “Why Restoration of the Lower Snake River is Necessary for Wild Salmon,” EarthJustice, 
March 30, 2020, https://earthjustice.org/features/remove-four-lower-snake-river-dams.  
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Proposed Solutions from Tribal Members  

Tribal efforts to restore southern resident orca populations largely center around their 

shared value of salmon. As salmon represent a vital aspect of their culture, the restoration 

of Chinook is of great concern. The twenty member tribes of the Northwest Treaty Tribes 

established the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission (NWIFC) to affirm their treaty 

rights to fish.  

One of the most active groups is the Columbia River Intertribal Fish Commission 

(CRITFC) which has been heavily involved in restoring Chinook salmon populations. 

This commission is comprised of members from the Yakama, Nez Perce, Warm Springs 

and Umatilla Tribes. To implement effective initiatives to promote salmon health, the 

tribes must collaborate with the federal government to secure their rights to one half of 

the Columbia River salmon harvest.  

In 1995 they proposed their salmon restoration plan called Wy-Kan-Ush-Mi Wa-

Kish-Wit or “Spirit of the Salmon,” which involves placing as many salmon back into the 

Columbia River as possible. This plan is more focused on saving a species that holds an 

inherent cultural meaning than the federal restoration plans have been. Rather than being 

centered on maintaining economics and commercial interests, the primary focus is on the 

fish. The plan relies on Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) which involves 

knowing and understanding the natural world.  

The four CRITFC member tribes have a deep history of being connected to the earth, 
as reflected in their culture, spirituality and everyday lives. Their spiritual and cultural 
values and practices are grounded in tamánwit, the natural law or philosophy of the 
traditional Plateau peoples. Tamánwit describes the responsibilities humans have to 
give back to the earth that provides for them. 210 

                                                 
210 Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission, “Spirit of the Salmon: Wy-Kan-ush-mi Wa-Kish-Wit: 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Science,” CRITFC, 2014 https://plan.critfc.org/2013/spirit-of-the-
salmon-plan/about-spirit-of-the-salmon/traditional-ecological-knowledge-and-science/.  
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As salmon have a significant cultural value beyond economics, it is essential that the 

voices of tribal members be heard. To effectively restore Chinook, as well as other 

salmon species, their overall value must be understood. Not only are salmon, intrinsic to 

the oceanic ecosystem (as a food source), they are also inherently part of Pacific 

Northwest culture  

Unfortunately, as tribes rely on funding from the federal government, the process of 

salmon restoration has been slow. Beginning in 1996, with funding by Congress and 

support from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Nez Perce were able begin 

restoration efforts on the Snake River. As the lower four snake river dams (constructed 

from 1961-1975) have decimated salmon within this river system, the practical focus has 

been on the short term, implementation and operation of hatcheries on the Snake River. 

These hatcheries produce around 2.8 million Chinook per year.  The management of the 

tribal hatchery system has been successful in temporarily restoring salmon populations on 

the Snake River. This is largely due to a clear awareness and understanding of the natural 

history of salmon and an implementation of this within the hatchery system.211    

There are numerous other efforts to restore salmon habitats, yet unfortunately tribal 

members are limited by federal funding and habitat restoration often also involves a great 

deal of red tape. Specifically, they have to work within the bureaucracy of the United 

States government, with its own economic and federal interests, to receive funding for 

any and all restoration efforts. One of the most contentious issues involves the dams.  

Specifically, the four lower Snake River dams have created miles of slack water, 

                                                 
211 Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission, “Spirit of the Salmon: Wy-Kan-ush-mi Wa-Kish-Wit: 
Snake River Fall Chinook Recovery,” 2014, https://plan.critfc.org/2013/spirit-of-the-salmon-plan/about-
spirit-of-the-salmon/we-have-halted-the-salmons-decline/snake-river-fall-chinook-recovery/. 
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decimating salmon populations.212 In 2008, The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 

offered the Yakama, Warm Springs, Nez Perce and Umatilla Tribes funding for salmon 

habitat restoration in the Columbia Basin Fish Accords. In exchange, these tribes were 

asked to agree not to try and breach the Snake River dams for 10 years.213 As the salmon 

on the Snake River have a vital cultural importance, and their lands are directly on the 

Snake River, the Nez Perce refused this offer.  

While hatchery systems and habitat restoration have been the primary proposed 

solutions to restore salmon, the additional push for the removal of the lower four Snake 

River dams by the Nez Perce Tribe has resulted in a tension between the BPA, and Nez 

Perce. The Bonneville Power Administration controls the production of hydroelectric 

power for these dams and has argued that these dams bring a significant amount of power 

to the Pacific Northwest. The implementation of the dams has prevented the Nez Perce 

from being able to exercise their cultural rights and fish. As the dams decimated their 

salmon culture, they refused to sign the 2008 agreement. While four lower dams should 

be removed, this ultimately requires approval by Congress. It has been an over 20-year 

battle to remove these dams.  

While tribal members are limited by constraints of designated funding from the 

federal government, many tribal members have also been active in efforts to restore the 

southern resident orca population. Efforts include a collaboration with the Lummi in 

2018 to save J50, a sick southern resident orca calf. The Lummi delivered hatchery 

                                                 
212 For more about the snake river protests see: Eli Francovich, “More than 600 Turn Out for Snake River 
Protest Saturday,” The Spokesman-Review, September 9, 2018, 
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2018/sep/09/more-than-600-turn-out-for-snake-river-protest-sat/.  
213 BPA (Bonville Power Administration), “2008 Columbia Basin Fish Accords Memorandum of 
Agreement Between the Three Treaty Tribes and FCRPS Action Agencies,” Three Treaty Tribes and 
FCRPS, 2008  https://critfc.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/moa.pdf. 
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Chinook right into the mouth of the orca, working alongside state and federal officials to 

feed her. 214 While emergency delivery of Chinook salmon will work, it requires knowing 

where the southern resident orcas are located. Additionally, it should only be used in 

emergency situations, as southern resident orcas need to be able to find their food 

independently.215 In 2019 the Lummi Tribe launched a collaborative Salish Sea 

Campaign focused on understanding the human impacts in the area order to save southern 

resident orcas. The 2019 campaign includes an annual ceremonial delivery of  hatchery 

Chinook to southern resident orcas as well as monitoring projects that impact the Salish 

Sea.216 While these members are doing as much as possible to restore southern resident 

populations, it  in order to make long-term progress it is crucial for the federal 

government and environmental organizations to collaborate with and support indigenous 

people in these efforts.  

Environmental Groups: Local Involvement   

As southern resident orcas have, from a public perspective, evolved into a 

charismatic species, many organizations now dedicate themselves to protecting these 

whales. These organizations now play a vital role in educating others about the 

importance of saving southern resident orcas. As there are a wide variety of groups, I 

focus my analysis on those based in the Pacific Northwest. Many of these organizations 

are made up of locals who have witnessed the rapid decline of southern resident orcas. 

While each of the main environmental groups focuses their efforts on a specific aspect of 

                                                 
214 John Ryan, “Scientists Deliver Live Salmon to Sick, Endangered Young Orca,” Seattle KUOW, August 
14, 2018, https://www.opb.org/news/article/puget-sound-orca-j50-salmon-starvation/. 
215 Ibid. 
216 Dena and Lummi Nation, “Sk’aliCh’elh-Tenaut,” Sacred Sea (blog), 2019, 
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southern resident orca conservation, they are united in their advocacy in favor of 

removing lower four Snake River dams.  

 The Center for Whale Research focuses on tracking the population of southern 

residents. This visual survey began in 1976 and is repeated every year. The organization 

has determined that as southern residents have run out of chinook salmon supplies, the 

female orcas have often been unable to support calves.217 This information reinforces the 

urgency of restoring wild Chinook salmon in the Pacific Northwest. To do so, the Center 

for Whale Research has decided that the most effective action would be to remove the 

lower Snake River dams. 

The Orca Conservancy and the Orca Network are both non-profit, volunteer-

based organizations that promote public awareness of the plight of southern resident 

orcas. The Orca Conservancy encourages small, public actions in the form of signing 

petitions, and commenting on public environmental impact statements (EIS). Their main 

mission is to consolidate all the information on southern resident orcas in order to 

encourage advocacy.218 The Orca Network holds events that center on habitat restoration 

and promote orca recovery.219 While both organizations are effective in generating 

awareness, as grassroots organizations, they rely solely on public actions to advocate for 

effective protection for southern resident orcas.  

The Salish Sea Orca Squad also relies on public by crowdsourcing their 

photographs to track and monitor the southern resident orca population. Their primary 

goal is to promote the natural beauty of southern residents and encourage support for 

                                                 
217 Center for Whale Research, “Our Research: Southern Resident Killer Whales, Orca Survey,” Center for 
Whale Research, 2020, https://www.whaleresearch.com/orcasurvey. 
218 Orca Conservancy, “About Orca Conservancy,” Orca Conservancy, 2020, 
https://www.orcaconservancy.org. 
219 Ibid.  
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their protection.220  While all three of these organizations are vital, their efforts are 

focused solely on southern resident orcas, not salmon.  

There are other environmental groups that focus their advocacy on both southern 

residents and Chinook salmon conservation. One is the Pacific Northwest Protectors, 

which is directly campaigning for the removal of the four Snake River dams. These dams 

are the most detrimental to salmon and serve limited practical benefit. The organization’s 

stance is more radical than the economic based propositions offered by the commercial 

fisheries. The Pacific Northwest Protectors go as far to declare: “After the useless dams 

are breached it will take 203 years for the salmon populations to recover so during this 

interim there needs to be a temporary halt on Chinook Salmon fishing so that Orcas have 

something to survive on.”221 Based on the historical decimation of their population and 

the current population crisis, I would agree. The solution to restoring the population of 

southern resident orcas will require a temporary economic sacrifice in order to prioritize 

long-term species survival.  

In order to gain a full picture of environmental restoration efforts, it is important 

to acknowledge the unassailable linkage between viability of southern resident orcas and 

the health of Chinook salmon. The Orca Salmon Alliance is attempting to do just that. It 

is a large partnership comprised of groups including the Endangered Species Coalition, 

the Sierra Club, the Center for Biological Diversity, the Orca Recovery Network, Earth 

Justice, Defenders of Wildlife, Save Our Wild Salmon, and the Seattle Aquarium among 

                                                 
220 Salish Sea Orca Squad, “Salish Sea Orca Squad Protection Society,” Salish Sea Orca Squad, 2020,  
https://salishseaorcasquad.com. 
221 Pacific Northwest Protectors, “Frequently Asked Questions,” Pacific Northwest Protectors, 2020, 
https://www.pnwprotectors.com/faq. 
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many others. 222 Their primary mission is to promote public education by promoting 

recycling, cleaning the oceans and being aware of the value of southern residents.223 

While there are many other environmental organizations focused on restoring 

salmon, ultimately, more focus on the plight of southern residents than salmon recovery 

in the Pacific Northwest. This is largely because orcas appear more identifiable and 

charismatic than Chinook Salmon. Yet, as southern resident orca survival is reliant on 

Chinook, ultimately advocacy for these dolphins has brought more awareness of the dire 

plight of salmon. As a result, Chinook restoration efforts have become more and more 

prominent.   

 There are four main organizations who provide insights and educational 

initiatives into the value of salmon, specifically Chinook. The first of these is an 

organization called Save Our Wild Salmon which is a “nationwide coalition working 

together to restore wild salmon and steelhead to the rivers, streams, and marine waters of 

the Pacific Northwest for the benefit of the region’s ecology, economy and culture.”224 

The group is comprised of locals, commercial and sport fishermen, and environmental 

advocates for renewable energy. As their focus is on salmon restoration, their primary 

goal is the removal of the lower four Snake River dams. Their main argument is that the 

federal government’s mode of restoring salmon has failed due to industry and economic 

interests being prioritized over the fish themselves.225 Examining the efforts of this group 

                                                 
222 Orca Salmon Alliance, “About Us,” Orca Salmon Alliance, 2020, 
http://www.orcasalmonalliance.org/about.html. 
223Orca Salmon Alliance, “What You Can Do,” Orca Salmon Alliance, 2020, 
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224 Save Our Wild Salmon, “About,” Save Our Wild Salmon, 2020, https://www.wildsalmon.org. 
225 Save Our Wild Salmon, “Restoring the Lower Snake River,” Save Our Wild Salmon, 2020, 
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demonstrates that the solutions must be one of collaborative, yet strong, action. The 

primary focus must remain on the animals themselves rather than economics.  

Northwest Salmon Research (NWSR) is an organization dedicated to the 

promotion of wild salmon habitat through education. Overall, wild fish are more 

sustainable than those produced by short-term hatchery efforts. Their mission is 

threefold. The first is to educate, by providing the public with an opportunity to 

experience hands on access to salmon in order to see them and understand their value. 

The second is to promote research through a collaboration of citizens and scientists to 

propose sustainable fishing practices. The third is restoration, which is dedicated to 

collaborating with tribes, federal agencies and salmon advocacy groups to restore salmon 

habitat.226 Their main project consists of the C.O.R.E Project, which is Chinook and Orca 

Recovery Education,  a collaboration between tribal members and schools to support the 

promotion of salmon research.  

Two other organizations are also involved in salmon restoration. One is the Puget 

Sound Partnership, which operates at the state level. It encourages collaboration among 

federal agencies, tribal members and local partnerships. It organizes and manages state 

councils and has focused efforts on introducing more hatchery Chinook into the open 

rivers. The council’s primary goal is to sustain harvests while conserving Chinook 

salmon.227 As the focus is economic, the solutions are difficult to successfully implement 

long-term. The other, the Pacific Salmon Restoration Program, is specifically designed to 

align the interests of commercial fishermen with those who support salmon habitat 

                                                 
226 Northwest Salmon Research, “Chinook Challenge,” Northwest Salmon Research, 2020, 
https://nwsalmonresearch.org. 
227 Puget Sound Partnership, “Salmon Recovery in Puget Sound,” 2020 https://www.psp.wa.gov/salmon-
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restoration. It partners with the Seafood Watch Program and encourages the sustainable 

harvest of salmon. 228 

While many of these environmental advocacy groups do a good job educating the 

public about the importance of both Chinook salmon and southern resident orcas, at times 

their diverging interests can confuse the message. Ultimately, maintaining an emphasis 

on collaboration and prioritizing animal welfare is key to implementing long-term 

solutions that will lead to successful recovery for the populations of both species.  

 

                                                 
228 Institute for Fisheries Resources, “Pacific Salmon Restoration Program,” 2020, 
http://www.ifrfish.org/programs/ 
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Reflection: Solutions and Collaboration  

Solutions 

As the southern resident orca population continues to decline, it is vital to 

consider what solutions exist. In order to develop long-term success, one must view the 

big picture when considering potential restoration efforts for southern resident orcas. Yet, 

as their situation is dire, it is incumbent upon us to consider short-term solutions. These 

short- term solutions are individual actions that can be taken while waiting for long-term 

solutions. They include:  

1. Minimizing vessel traffic (if you own a boat, minimize impacts and avoid  

federally designated orca routs) 

2. Minimizing agricultural waste (this pollutes waters through runoff, use natural 

pesticides rather than toxic ones) 

3. When fishing be mindful of the Chinook (do not fish as much for this 

endangered species, and respect the limitations on fishing this species)  

4. While the lower-four Snake River dams are in place, develop innovative 

ladders to ensure as many salmon make it as possible (this solution is being 

implemented, and while not as successful as dam removal, the consideration of 

salmon populations are vital) 

5. Emergency salmon delivery (this should only be done with hatchery fish, and 

when a southern resident orca is too sick to find food, it should not be a long-term 

process but works for a short-term emergency) 
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Ultimately, while these short-term efforts are a start, continued collaborative work 

to secure enduring solutions remains vital. While immediate action is often the primary 

focus when viewing a severe population decline like southern resident orcas’ long-term 

solutions are the required for ensuring the future survival of both populations.  

When considering permanent long-term solutions to secure the sustainability of 

both the southern residents and Chinook salmon, it is critical to acknowledge, and 

incorporate the perspectives of the various stakeholders: federal, tribal and local. Any 

federal legislation should consider and make an effort to balance competing interests. 

While the commercial fishermen must be able to maintain their livelihood, the cultural 

value of both species to tribal members cannot be ignored. Furthermore, the significance 

of both species as a cultural and environmental staple for the region must also be 

acknowledged. When these various viewpoints are taken together it becomes clear that 

both species are too valuable to lose. Thus, some interest groups may have to sacrifice 

short-term economic gain for long-term sustainability.  

Based on the information gleaned from the different groups I have come up with 

the following proposed long-term solutions for Chinook salmon recovery:  

 

1. Persuade Congress to Approve the Removal of the Lower Four Snake River 

Dams  

The lower Snake River dams proposed to be removed are the Ice Harbor, Lower 

Monumental, Little Goose and Lower Granite Dams.  
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Figure 2: Map of the Lower Four Snake River Dams found in:  Earthjustice “Why 
Restoration of the Lower Snake River Dams is Necessary to Save Wild Salmon, 
Earthjustice March 30,2020, Image.  
 
The Snake river supports 70 percent of the Chinook salmon within the Columbia River 

basin. In total these dams provide 5-13 percent of the hydroelectric power. This particular 

salmon stock is one of the primary food sources for the southern resident orcas.  In 2017 

it was predicted that the removal of these dams would double if not triple the salmon 

runs.229 While it is necessary to remove these dams, it is important to acknowledge that if 

they are removed, the displaced workers who work on the dams would need to be 

federally subsidized in order to find another means of employment. In addition, it would 

be necessary to provide alternative means of transport and compensation for farmers who 

use these dams to transport goods. Fortunately, some alternative routes such as railways 

already exist. New roads may need to be constructed to offer more direct routes. While 

expensive in the short term, such roadways cost less than the money spent trying to 
                                                 
229 Jacques Leslie, “On the Northwest Snake River, The Case for Dam Removal Grows,” Yale Environment 
360, October 10, 2019, https://e360.yale.edu/features/on-the-northwests-snake-river-the-case-for-dam-
removal-grows. 
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restore salmon with the dams in place. 230 While initially the removal of the dams may 

come at a slight economic cost, it is a price that must be paid to restore Chinook salmon 

populations. Additionally, dams such as the Elwha in Oregon which have already been 

removed, have shown signs aiding salmon recovery in that region. While we do not know 

the full extent, it is clear that the fish are returning to the Elwha river system. We can 

learn from the Elwha experience to develop an effective strategy for dam removal. 231 It 

is unsustainable and unrealistic to think that hatchery fish can substitute the wild runs that 

would be maintained if the dams were removed.  

 

2. Limit the Salmon Produced in a Hatchery Setting (Slowly Disband the System) 

While salmon hatcheries may seem like an ideal solution, they really represent only a 

temporary reprieve. Chinook salmon have lost around two thirds of their genetic diversity 

over the last 7000 years. Of the two million Chinook harvested per year, approximately 

half are from hatcheries.232 The state of Washington has the largest hatchery system in 

the world and raises over 200 million fish per year.233 While this has provided an 

economic benefit, overall survival rate of hatchery fish has indicated they are less robust. 

Additionally, these fish introduce new diseases and generate a general lack of genetic 

                                                 
230 Save Our Wild Salmon, “Rail and Highway Investing Will Benefit Farmers, Fishermen, and 
Communities Throughout the Pacific Northwest,” Agriculture and Transportation, 2020, 
https://www.wildsalmon.org/facts-and-information/agriculture-and-transportation.html. 
231 Liam Bateman, “Another Dam Story,” The Planet Magazine, June 16, 2019, 
https://theplanetmagazine.net/another-dam-story-8b219307173c. 
232 Robert F. Service, “Pacific Northwest Salmon Are in Big Genetic Trouble,” Science, January 10, 2018, 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/01/pacific-northwest-salmon-are-big-genetic-trouble. 
233 Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, “Hatchery Fish Mass-Marking,” Washington Department 
of Fish and Wildlife, 2020 https://wdfw.wa.gov/fishing/management/hatcheries/mass-marking. 
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diversity for wild populations.234 Because hatchery fish make up such a large proportion 

of salmon in the Pacific Northwest, I do not recommend immediately dismantling the 

system. Rather, a gradual reduction in which fewer and fewer hatchery fish are released 

per year, and wild populations are prioritized, is key. While there may be a temporary 

economic cost, hatcheries themselves require millions of dollars a year to maintain. In 

2017, 121.4 million dollars was spent to maintain dams and hatcheries.235 Thus, while 

there is a short-term economic cost to dam removal, there would be long-term economic 

gains. Ultimately, the only way to ensure salmon survival is to gradually build and 

sustain a strong wild population. This requires gradually removing hatcheries from the 

equation.  

 

3. Temporarily Halt the Harvesting of Chinook Salmon and Provide a Stipend for 
Commercial Fishermen  

 
This final solution will only be effective if the above two criteria are met. NOAA 

is still promoting maximum harvest numbers while trying to sustain the Chinook salmon 

population. This is ineffective because the new fish, whether produced in the wild or in a 

hatchery, will not survive in the wild when faced with depletion from fishing. Chinook 

stocks in particular, an already threatened salmon population, needs time to recover. The 

                                                 
234 Wild Fish Conservancy, “Effects of Hatchery Production on Wild Salmon and Trout,” Wild Fish 
Conservancy, 2020, http://wildfishconservancy.org/what-we-do/advocacy/steelhead-hatchery-reform/the-
effects-of-hatchery-production-on-wild-salmon-and-trout. 
235 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, “2017 Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife Program 
Costs Report, 17th Annual Report to the Northwest Governors,” Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council, 4, https://www.nwcouncil.org/sites/default/files/2018-4.pdf.  
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species is either endangered or threatened in all areas of Washington.236 While they 

maintain this status, it is important to discontinue their harvest.  

As of May 7, 2020, Fisheries and Oceans of Canada has recently developed new 

protections for Chinook salmon. Specifically, the new legislation includes more closures 

of recreational and commercial fishing areas around essential orca habitat.237 The United 

States, should follow suit, by developing more seasonal closures. Additionally, the 

federal government should compensate commercial fishermen for the lack in revenue 

until they can harvest sustainable fish numbers. If Chinook are to survive long term, it 

may mean avoiding harvests of the species for at least two to three years.  

The Bottom Line: Summarizing My Findings  

Southern resident orcas are a unique subspecies of Orcinus orca who possess 

individual cultures, language and attitudes. Inhabiting the waters of the Pacific 

Northwest, they have come into constant contact with its human residents. In order to 

understand how the southern resident orca population declined so drastically and work 

toward sustainable solutions, examining the contentious relationship colonial settlers had 

with orcas and contrasting that with the perspectives of indigenous people remains vital.  

As salmon are essential for the southern resident orcas, as well as indigenous 

people, commercial fishermen and locals of the Pacific Northwest, it is also essential to 

focus our efforts on them. The difference between the indigenous view of salmon as a 

precious resource whose supply is limited versus the economic resource extraction 

                                                 
236Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Conservation, “Chinook,” Washington Department of Fish 
and Wildlife Conservation, 2011.  
https://fortress.wa.gov/dfw/score/score/species/chinook.jsp?species=Chinook. 
237 Kieran Oudshoorn, “New Regulations to Protect Killer Whales Ask Fishermen to Stop Fishing Near 
Whales Year Round,” CBC News, May 7, 2020, https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/new-
regulations-protect-killer-whales-1.5560303.  
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mentality demonstrated by early colonial settlers is where the decline began. By failing to 

consider the perspective of indigenous people, who know this land, colonial settlers in the 

1800s took actions that precipitated the swift decline of salmon populations in favor of 

economic gain.  

In the 1960s, the initial colonial view of orcas as killers, reinforced in the 19th 

century, provided a convenient excuse to deny man’s culpability and instead blame fish 

declines on the southern resident orca. Once again, indigenous people held a very 

different perspective when it came to southern residents. Specifically, Coastal Salish 

people who lived among and observed the orcas viewed them as protectors. Some tribes, 

including the Lummi, view them as their tribal animal. Yet, the 19th century whalers, 

focused on solely on resource extraction, viewed orcas as vicious, inconvenient predators. 

Rather than study them, it was easier for fishermen, as well as the general public, to 

merely continue to view southern residents as an enemy to salmon viability into the 

1960s. 

 It was not until the public began to recognize the true behavior and significance 

of the southern resident orcas that the overall attitude shifted. A growing familiarity with 

the species itself that belied its earlier fearsome reputation emerged with the captivity 

movement. By witnessing the orca firsthand, locals began to appreciate and understand 

that these southern resident orcas were unique animals. This growing sentiment led to the 

rise of the anti-captivity movement and the subsequent early scientific research of the 

1970s. The research bolstered the realization that the southern resident orcas were a 

unique subspecies. As both knowledge and familiarity with the orcas grew, the southern 

residents became a cultural staple for the Pacific Northwest.  
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As commercial fishing continued, and dams constructed in the 1960s prevented 

salmon from returning to spawn, these populations were becoming more and more 

threatened. Little was done to restore salmon, until the numbers of Chinook decreased 

dramatically. The solution has been to artificially produce fish via hatcheries, and while 

this approach is essential for the short term, it is unsustainable long-term.  While the 

southern resident orca population seemed to be recovering from 1995-2011, Chinook 

salmon numbers continued their dramatic decline. With continued Chinook decline, 

southern resident orcas cannot hope to survive. 

Consensus among interest groups reflects a desire to restore both the orcas and 

salmon populations. With the southern resident orca population precariously sitting at 72 

whales, while Chinook Salmon are still declining and millions of the salmon are being 

harvested per year, it is time to look beyond economics. If the southern resident orca 

numbers drop below 70 it will be almost impossible to save the species. If they are lost, it 

will mean a part of the culture of the Pacific Northwest will disappear forever. As 

humans created the problem, it is our responsibility to fix it. If we collaborate, and put the 

interests of the animals first, I have faith we can save these invaluable creatures.   

The collaborative efforts to save these orcas must center around restoring 

Chinook salmon, their primary food source. Any short-term cost is worth the long-term 

benefit.  Historical context reveals that it is ineffective to consider solutions while 

blaming other animals, such as the orca, for salmon declines. It is time to collaborate, 

which evolves listening to different perspectives and letting go of political or economic 

biases. Furthermore, it is vital to take responsibility. The time to act is now. Southern 

resident orcas have become ingrained in the lives of everyone in the Pacific Northwest 
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and brought awareness to the plight of Chinook salmon. Saving both species will require 

some personal sacrifice, and a united front. If historical context has taught us anything, it 

is that Chinook salmon and southern resident orcas are essential cultural staples to the 

Pacific Northwest. Losing them would not just mean we failed the species; it would also 

mean we lose a part of our culture and part of what defines the Pacific Northwest.  
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